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WEIRD NEWS

A
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D

Dateline: United Kingdom
A memorial bench dedicated to rapper Eazy-E

has been unveiled in the small British town of

Newhaven, East Sussex, despite there being no

connection between the two. BBC News reports

that resident Guy Stevens, a fan of the former

NWA member from Compton, Calif., said the

tribute to Eazy-E was “hilarious.” Stevens

approached the Newhaven Town Council

earlier this year to request that a statue of Eazy-E

be erected on city property to honor the late

rapper. He told the council that Newhaven did

not have enough quality landmarks, and the

statue would attract tourists. He later admitted

that the request had been made in jest, and

began a campaign to install a bench with a

dedication plaque instead. He successfully raised

more than £1,600 in his bid to fund the £1,177

bench. The leftover money was donated to two

Brighton HIV charities to honor Eazy-E, who

died of complications from AIDS. The installed

bench is affixed with a plaque that reads: “Rest

in peace Eric ‘Eazy-E’ Wright 1964-1995.”

Newhaven Mayor Graham Amy admitted that

the council had never heard of Eazy-E. Amy said

the rapper appeared “to have led a rather

colourful life” but is “greatly admired in some

quarters.” He told reporters that “if someone

contacts us wanting to buy a memorial bench to

their aunt, say, we don’t ask questions about her

lifestyle.” The mayor went on to say he’d never

heard of gangsta rap. “The Beatles were more my

thing,” he said. Stevens said he’d like to see

memorial benches dedicated to rappers Tupac

Shakur and Biggie Smalls installed in other

nearby towns. He has also suggested renaming

Newhaven as “Newcompton.”

Dateline: India
A school in India is now accepting plastic waste
meant for recycling as tuition. According to
Forbes, the Akshar School in Assam, India—a
primary school that serves underprivileged
children between the ages of 4 and 15—is
allowing students to pay their tuition fees with
recyclable plastic. The school was founded in
2016 by Parmita Sarma and Mazin Mukhtar, at a
time when many local children were being sent
to work at stone quarries. Homegrown reports
that the school’s goal is to prepare students to
“earn a livelihood by being responsible to the
government.” The school currently has around
100 students. The teachers say they began to
focus on recycling when toxic fumes from
burning plastic waste began to permeate their
classrooms. Locals reportedly gather waste
during the winter—including plastic—and burn
it to keep warm. Sarma and Mukhtar told
reporters that the people were unaware of the
health and environmental threats posed by the
practice. Akshar Vice President Priyongsu
Borthakur told reporters that students began

collecting plastics from local households last
year. They were taught how to separate the
plastics and repurpose them. Borthakur said that
the model evolved recently and was applied to
the students’ households. Now the Akshar only
accepts plastics for student tuition fees. Every
week, students are required to bring 25 plastic
items to class. School officials hope that the new
policy will make it easier for financially
burdened parents to give their children
educational opportunities.

Dateline: Japan
A 10-year-old Japanese YouTuber is encouraging

children to skip school. Sora News 24 reports

that 10-year-old YouTuber Yutabon has been

telling his 20,000 followers that parents should

not be allowed to force education on their

children. He says that while children who wish

to go to school should be given the opportunity,

those who aren’t interested should not be

obligated to attend. “Many children will suffer

and die if they are forced to receive education.

Life is very important, so protect yourselves,” he

said in a recent video. Yutabon says he’s been

skipping classes regularly for two years. He said

he realized that his fellow students would follow

their teachers’ orders without question, and he

didn’t wish to be like them. Although Yutabon

has received some media attention for his

unique perspective and has garnered a number

of fans, many online commenters seem to

disapprove of his message and have expressed

concern. Questions have been raised about

Yutabon’s parents and the role they’ve played in

allowing him to miss school. It was soon

revealed that Yutabon’s father, Yukiya

Nakamura, was allegedly a childhood delinquent

who quit going to school as a teenager and was

reportedly involved in blackmail, theft, assault

and possession of illegal drugs. Yutabon is still

technically enrolled at school. Expulsions are

reportedly rare in Japan.

Dateline: Canada
The lawyer of a man who is accused of exposing

himself at a wedding and in other public areas is

arguing that his client suffers from a disorder

characterized by exhibitionism. According to

The Hamilton Spectator, lawyer Mark Evans told

the Ontario Court of Justice in St. Catharines

during a sentencing hearing last week that his

client Jack Trapasso was inebriated and suffering

from a mental disorder when he exposed his

penis to a number of women. Trapasso had

pleaded guilty to several counts of indecent

exposure. According to Evans, the defendant’s

condition caused him to misinterpret shocked

responses as signs of sexual interest. Trapasso

exposed his penis during a wedding celebration

in St. Catharines as well as at a public library

and grocery store, both in Niagara Falls,

Ontario. “He did it,” assistant Crown attorney

Richard Monette said, “because he found the

women attractive and thought it would make

him attractive to them.” Judge Donald Wolfe

imposed a jail sentence of four months, reduced

to 36 days due to the amount of time Trapasso

spent in pre-sentence custody. He was also

placed on probation for three years. a
Compiled by Joshua Lee. Email your weird news to

josh@alibi.com.
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Settlement Reached with BYD
A controversial lawsuit between the city of
Albuquerque and electric bus company BYD
over the Albuquerque Rapid Transit project was
settled last week.

BYD was the first company contracted by the
city to provide buses for ART, but a number of
issues were discovered with the Chinese
manufacturer’s vehicles, including equipment
malfunctions and batteries that held only a
fraction of the charge that BYD promised. In
November, Mayor Tim Keller announced the ART
project would be placed on hold. In December,
the city filed a lawsuit against BYD for failing to
meet contractual obligations.

According to KOB, that lawsuit has been
settled. While the city has yet to release full
details on the case, the settlement reportedly
allows both parties to terminate the previous
contract without any financial obligations. Jessie
Damazyn, public information officer for the
mayor’s office, told reporters that both parties in
the suit are “committed to moving forward and
wish each other success.”

The city reportedly ordered 20 diesel-
powered buses from New Flyer to handle the
ART route instead of purchasing electric buses.

NMSP Presence Scaled Back
Half of the state police officers assigned to
Albuquerque as part of the Metro Surge
Operation left the city this week.

Last month Gov. Michelle Lujan Grisham
assigned 50 New Mexico State Police officers to
patrol the city in response to a recent spike in
violent crime. However, the involvement of state
officers in two shootings which occurred within
an hour of each other on May 16 raised concerns
over conflicts between city and state use-of-
force policies. Hundreds of low-level arrests
were also reportedly made by state officers that
violated city policies. Otero County Sheriff David
Black also criticized the decision, writing an
open letter published by Las Cruces Sun News
that said the removal of state officers from his
area has placed an unnecessary burden on local
law enforcement. Weekly Alibi was among the
media outlets that questioned the wisdom of the
state police surge.

The Associated Press reports that last week
State Police Chief Tim Johnson told reporters
that NMSP would be removing 25 officers from
Albuquerque and returning them to their original
posts. The city originally planned to keep the
extra officers for at least 45 days. It is unclear
how many state officers will remain in
Albuquerque.

NM Child Care Eligibility Limited
The New Mexico Children, Youth and Families
Department announced it will further limit
income requirements to receive child care
assistance, because it did not get the legislative
funding it needs this year.

According to the Associated Press, CYFD is
proposing that only families with incomes at or
below 160 percent of the federal poverty level
be allowed to receive state assistance with child
care and preschool costs. Currently, the cap is
200 percent of the national poverty level. Under
the proposed change, the new cap would only
apply to new applicants. Those already enrolled
in the program will only become ineligible if their
income surpasses 200 percent.

Authorities say the aid program did not
receive enough legislative funding during the
last session, but they hope to see eligibility
raised again in the near future. a

NEWS CITY BY JOSHUA LEE NEWS | ON ASSIGNMENT

Freedom Is a Gas
Renewables make inroads while dinosaurs dig in

The Gas

Using solar power to provide power for city

enterprises, buildings and other physical

structures is a damn good idea. Coming up

with a plan to transition the state’s electrical

transmission grid from dependence on coal-

burning plants to sustained reliance on large-

scale wind farms is visionary.

Interestingly though, such conversion

visions ignore the massive extent to which

natural gas is used for home heating in the

Western and Southwestern United States, as

well as the subsequent high value of natural

gas mining operations in driving the

economies of states like New Mexico.

Oil and gas production in the state of New

Mexico netted The Land of Enchantment a

whopping $2.2 billion dollars last year. That’s

a lot of feria, and it’s an increase of more than

$450 million over the previous year. As a

direct result of those monetary gains,

Albuquerque Public Schools got $205 million

and UNM was allocated $60 million,

according to a New Mexico Tax Institute

white paper published earlier this year.

What’s more, New Mexico is one of the

top 10 states in the nation, per capita, for

natural gas consumption, and yet the state

manages to produce more gas than it

consumes, supplying much of the gas used in

Arizona. Less than 20 percent of the natural

gas mined in New Mexico stays in the state.

Interestingly and ironically, analysis by the

US Energy Information Administration also

showed that the Number One consumer of

natural gas in this state is none other than the

electric power sector.

Freedom

Now natural gas—a thing long commodified

by earthy capitalists who now have to dig

deeper and more violently than ever to get to

this gaseous gold—is being propagandized by

the Trump administration. In an official

publication from the Department of Energy

released just last week, the floaty hydrocarbon

heating and cooling molecules were referred

to as “freedom gas.” It turns out the stuff has

been branded as a cool tool in the eternal

struggle for democracy. Commenting on these

fierce phenomena, an undersecretary at the

Department wrote, “With the US in another

year of record-setting natural gas production, I

am pleased that the Department of Energy is

doing what it can to promote an efficient

regulatory system that allows for molecules of

US freedom to be exported to the world.”

And after that, heaps of methane, rising

temperatures, unstable weather patterns,

melting sea ice, species die-offs and a planet of

people that have decided on solar and wind

energy but still haven’t figured out a way to

tell the terrible oily and gaseous giants seated

at the table that it’s really time to go. a

BY AUGUST MARCH

T
he City of Albuquerque is preparing to

make the great leap forward—away from

fossil fuels forever—unless the backlash to

Mayor Keller’s successful progressive agenda

includes the election of a right-wing oil

company executive like former City

Councilor Dan Lewis.

That’s not likely to happen, by the way.

Lewis didn’t do it for voters in 2017; in the

subsequent 2018 election, Democrats and

progressives with a vision of renewable energy

use captured the hearts of New Mexicans.

The current administration appears to

have staying power—despite big faux pas like

dealing with the ART aftermath and allowing

the State Police to operate in the city without

having to comply with the DOJ settlement

and some local laws. Add a City Council that

supports the Mayor’s left-leaning strides and

you have the perfect recipe for reelection and

continued progress.

So, Albuquerque will turn toward

renewable energy sources like solar to power

its operations beginning immediately and

continuing until most of the electrical

infrastructure supporting the physical

manifestation of the entity known as the City

of Albuquerque comes from the sun.

PNM seemingly jumped joyfully onto the

renewables bandwagon by striking a deal with

the city that will make accessing and using

alternative energy sources like solar easier to

acquire and use. This latest announcement

comes as the governor goes full force toward

promoting anagenda that clearly charts a

course away from coal. PNM was also on

board with the state’s new Energy Transition

Act; that can mean only one of two things.

Either the utility and its heavily Republican

board of directors has gone native or they

smell money leaking out of all those solar

collectors and wind turbines. Your guess is as

good as mine.

But amidst all this ostensible progress, it

becomes clear that for this city and its

citizens, for this state—and every conceivable,

superseding territorial descriptive that moves

one up the list from personal to universal—

there is much more work to be done. To

ensure that we are weaned off the poisonous

dinosaur juice teat that currently chokes our

collective progress, we must move towards an

end of use for natural gas. The problem is not

much research is being done on a post-gas

America; homes, housing and urban scenes

are still being designed with gas lines in mind

and even big public transportation systems

utilize natural gas to run buses.

JOHN FOWLER VIA GRAND CANYON TRUSTMethane Flare, Navajo Nation
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there are blatant discriminatory treatment
examples everywhere recently, including current
national Republican leaders chipping away at
LGBTQ protections like transgender bathroom
policies, and even the White House reinstituting
bans on transgendere citizens from serving in the
military, which reverses progress already made.

The Allies
While doing research, it was refreshing to find
many resources, support groups and policies in
place by our local governments and nonprofits to
protect the rights of all of our citizens. It is
angering to see that in November 2018, the
Federal Bureau of Investigation reported a 17
percent increase in hate crimes targeting sexual
orientation.

Hate crimes are vastly underreported on all
levels, and only about 5 percent of incidents
show up in FBI data. This week a second
transgender woman died while in US Border
Patrol custody. We Burqueños were stunned last
year with the double homicide of Carol Ray and
Zakaria Fry, two transgender women who were
murdered because of their sexual orientations. 

Sanders says the hate is even more intense for
our LGBTQ students as they navigate school
hallways. “The bullying of LGBTQ students in
our educational institutions occurs every day
without adequate responses. We need to protect
our children and stand up for them,” she said.
Albuquerque Public Schools implemented safe
zones for LGBTQ students. The school district
also led the way for other schools to implement a
respectful transgender bathroom policy.

Everyday
There are many places to give some time and
energy to the cause. Some include the University
of New Mexico’s LGBTQ Resource Center,
Common Bond and Equality New Mexico,
which have volunteer opportunities to work with
LGBTQ youth and adults. PFLAG Albuquerque
is a social group that supports a healthy LGBTQ
lifestyle.

“So don’t only just march in a parade once a
year … work on fairness and dignity for all
members of the LGBTQ community, 365 days a
year,” Sanders challenges Burqueños and all
Nuevo Mexicaños. a

NEWS | PRIDE 

Have Some Pride!
History, resources and more

BY CAROLYN CARLSON

T
his weekend, Albuquerque will roll out the
rainbow crosswalk in time for a parade and
other festivities to celebrate our gay, lesbian,

bisexual, transgender and queer community. The
colorful crosswalks marking this yearly event are
located at Central and Morningside, along the
annual Pride parade route, and serve as a
reminder of the importance of this annual civic
celebration.

Stonewall!
In the 1950s and ’60s, openly gay people were not
welcome in many places, even in big cities like
New York. Archaic laws existed that criminalized
homosexual behavior. In the early morning hours
of June 28, 1969, New York City police raided the
mafia-owned Stonewall Inn in Greenwich
Village. The Stonewall Inn was a popular
unlicensed bar where LGBTQ people could
dance and socialize. 

The raid sparked several days of violence
between LGBTQ citizens and police officers. In
the end, the raid set off a string of national events
that led to the gay rights movement. Gay pride
marches were held the following year in New
York, Los Angeles, San Francisco and Chicago to
commemorate the riots. And every year since,
more and more LGBTQ Pride events are held in
dozens of cities across the country to celebrate the
rich additions that our LGBTQ neighbors add to
the fabric of our community. In 2016, the
Stonewall National Monument was established at
the site of the inn.

New Mexico
How do we compare to other states? According to
the Transgender Law Center, a nonprofit that
keeps track of and works on laws impacting
LGBTQ citizens, New Mexico ranks in the top
tier of states that show policy inclusivity. New
Mexico is in good company with 18 other states
including Colorado, Washington, Oregon,
Nevada, Minnesota, Illinois, New York and other
upper East Coast states. On the other hand, five
states are actually ranked as having negative
inclusivity policies, being in the heart of the old
South, (Tennessee, Alabama and Georgia) plus
South Dakota and Nebraska. The rest of the
states are ranked in between, either low or
medium in terms of overall policies regarding
official views toward LGBTQ populations. 

“New Mexico has better laws on the books
than many other states, particularly when it
comes to protections for same sex marriages and
adoptions and discrimination against LGBTQ,”
says Maureen Sanders, civil rights attorney and
former University of New Mexico law professor.
Sanders was one of the American Civil Liberties
Union’s cooperating attorneys in the landmark
2013 lawsuit Griego v. Olivier filed by several
same-sex couples asking the state for the
constitutional right to marry. The New Mexico
Supreme Court ruled that same-sex couples could
legally marry, making New Mexico the 17th state
with full marriage equality.

Then in 2015, the US Supreme Court struck
down all state bans on same-sex marriage,
legalizing it in all 50 states. Yet, as of December
2018, eight counties in Alabama still refuse to
issue any marriage licenses at all, just so they do
not have to issue licenses to same-sex couples.
And in Kentucky, due to the protests of several
county clerks having their name on a marriage
license for two people in love that wanted to
marry, the state took the individual names of all
its county clerks off its marriage licenses.

Burque, Santa and Gallup
In October, 2018, a nationwide LGBTQ
inclusion rating system done by the Human
Rights Campaign gave Albuquerque a 74 out of a
possible 100 points. The HRC is a LGBTQ civil
rights organization that, among other things,
examines 49 different pieces of criteria such as
laws, policies, benefits and services that
municipalities have in place to rank them. The
New Mexico municipalities looked at in 2018
include Gallup, which ranked 35; Roswell and
Rio Rancho at not much better at 42;
Farmington at 45; Las Cruces came in at 47 and
Santa Fe was scored at a healthier but still
surprisingly low 65. New York City, for instance,
ranked in at 100 and Sacramento racked up some
extra credit and scored 104. Montgomery, Ala.,
came in at 17 points, with other municipalities
scoring even lower.

Pride 365
An issue that Sanders sees could use some
improvement is how people are treated every day,
by their neighbors, bosses, coworkers and
strangers in line at the grocery store. “In my view,
the real continuing area of concern is how people
are treated on a daily basis by the people in their
communities. Yes, we have politicians and
corporations marching in Pride parades once a
year because it has become the cool thing to do.
But are we as a community really treating each of
our LGBTQ neighbors fairly and with dignity?
That is something the laws can’t force, especially
if discriminatory treatment is done with subtlety,”
Sanders said.

Vigilant we must be, because subtle
discriminatory treatment occurs at all levels of
government, corporations and academia. Plus

LBGTQ
Resources,
Burque Style

• All info on Albuquerque Pride 2019

abqpride.com

• Equality New Mexico

eqnm.org

• The Transgender Resource Center

tgrcnm.org

• Fierce Pride

fiercepride.org

• Advocacy and Services for LGBTQ

Elders

sageusa.org

• Albuquerque LGBTQ Chamber of

Commerce

abqgaychamber.org

• LGBTQ Friendly Albuquerque

visitalbuquerque.org/about-

abq/culture-heritage/lgbt-friendly

• LGBTQ Community

birdsofafeather.com

• Support For LBBTQ Youth

casaq.org

• Human Rights Campaign

hrc.org

• Local LGBTQ Veteran Support

albuquerque.va.gov/ALBUQUERQU

E/services/lgbt/index.asp 

• National Center for Transgender

Equality

transequality.org/the-discrimination-

administration

• American Civil Liberties Union of

New Mexico LGBTQ Rights

aclu-nm.org/en/node/2

• University of New Mexico LGBTQ

Resource Center

lgbtqrc.unm.edu/external-

resources/albuquerque-area-resources

• Central New Mexico Community

College LGBTQ Resources

cnm.edu/student-resources/lgbtq

• American Veterans For Equal

Rights

aver-nm.org

• Common Bond of New Mexico

commonbondNM.org

• New Mexico Leather League

nmleatherleague.com

• Go Gay New Mexico Community

Resources

gogaynewmexico.com/albuquerque/re

sources

• LGBTQ Data

williamsinstitute.law.ucla.edu/uncateg

orized/new-mexicoa

A scene from Albuquerque Pride 2018 VISITALBUQUERQUE.ORG
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NEWS | NM POLITICAL REPORT

Vaccinate Now!
New Mexico at risk

Rep. Debbie Armstrong (D-Albuquerque)

introduced the legislation that year and said

she would consider doing so again this year

after talking with state officials.

“I will be discussing the current status of

immunizations and exemptions in New

Mexico with the Department of Health in

order to decide whether to reintroduce

legislation. Children’s health—and the health

of our communities—are always a priority for

me,” according to Armstrong.

Tripp Stelnicki, a spokesman for Gov.

Michelle Lujan Grisham, said the governor’s

office wants “everybody to get vaccinated,” but

noted that “religious freedom is essential.”

As part of this, he said they are open to

“exploring some flexibility within that

framework.”

“It’s a little premature to speculate on what

that could look like,” Stelnicki said. “I don’t

know if it will come up in a subsequent

legislative session.“

According to the federal Centers for

Disease Control, New Mexico’s neighbors

Arizona, Colorado and Texas each reported

cases of measles. The nearly 850 confirmed

cases nationwide so far this year is the most

this decade.

These include 10 measles outbreaks, which

are defined by the CDC as three or more cases,

and the CDC says the “outbreaks are linked to

travelers who brought measles back from other

countries such as Israel, Ukraine, and the

Philippines, where large measles outbreaks are

occurring.”

The DOH says anyone who needs a

vaccine can contact their medical provider or

local pharmacy. Vaccines are free for children.

The department also says medical providers

should report suspected cases of measles to the

Department’s Epidemiology and Response

Division. a
Find more stories like this at NM Political Report.

BY MATTHEW REICHBACH

Earlier this year, the New Mexico Department

of Health confirmed the state’s first case of

measles in nearly five years.

At the end of May, DOH said a one-year-

old child from Sierra County was the first

New Mexican infected with the disease since

December of 2014.

“We have worked with the clinic that

treated the child and the patient’s family to

identify people who may have been exposed

so we can prevent more cases of the disease,”

DOH Secretary Kathyleen Kunkel

announced mid-May. “We encourage

everyone to check whether you and your

family have been vaccinated to protect

against measles. Immunization is the best tool

we have to protect people from measles.”

Measles is highly infectious and was

considered eliminated in the United States in

2000, thanks to the development of a vaccine

in the 1960s and a concerted effort by the

Centers for Disease Control beginning in the

late 1970s. At its peak, the disease

hospitalized thousands of people and killed

hundreds annually.

DOH announced earlier this year that the

number of New Mexicans choosing not to

vaccinate their children, including for

measles, is increasing. Just since 2012, the

reported number has increased by 60 percent.

In all, 4,441 school-aged children received

exemptions from the DOH in 2018.

State law requires the vaccination of

children for a number of diseases, including

the measles. However, the law also allows

parents to receive exemptions for medical or

religious reasons.

The rising number of unvaccinated

children worries health officials.

“When we look at vaccination exemption

rates for the state, if they’re close to 1

percent, that’s still relatively low compared to

many other states,” DOH State

Epidemiologist Dr. Michael Landen told NM

Political Report. “However, that does not mean

that close to 1 percent vaccination

exemption rates is spread evenly across the

state.”

He said there are pockets with higher rates

of unvaccinated children in places like Santa

Fe, Taos and Los Alamos counties.

He said that keeping the vaccination rate

over 95 percent is important for “herd

immunity,” which can protect against

outbreaks.

In 2015, legislation to address

immunization exemptions failed on a party-

line vote in a House committee. At the time,

Republicans controlled the chamber and all

Republican members of the House Health

Committee voted against it.

STATE OF NEW MEXICO
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ZA DEADLY SIN TO GET EXCITED
ABOUT

It’s that magical time of year again: Albuquerque PrideFest!
This year, the community has plenty of reasons to celebrate,
but none more momentous than the 50th anniversary of
Stonewall. This pivotal moment in LGBTQI history sparked
the theme for this year’s event, “Remember the Past, Create
the Future.” On Saturday, June 8, start with the parade at
10am and then bounce over to Expo NM for the main event,
which bangs until 6:30pm. This all-ages event includes two
stages of live entertainment, a kids’ zone, indoor dance
club, health fair, water park area, history and archives, beer,
liquor, food and more fun you can throw some shade at. The
ticket price of $15 supports the beautiful and vibrant
community and earns you an unforgettable day filled with
love and acceptance. EXPO NEW MEXICO 300 SAN PEDRO DR NE,

10AM alibi.com/v/6hye. (Mayo Lua de Frenchie) a

IT’S A PHASE

One of the most challenging parts of growing
up is confronting the unknown. Gaining some
kind of grasp of how you relate to the universe
you were born into is a crucial part of
adolescence. That is why youngsters for
centuries have turned to the planisphere.
Building your own planisphere is something 9
to 12-year-olds can do for free on Thursday,
June 6 from 3 to 4pm at the South Broadway
Library, and it’s a rite of passage for many. The
Moon Phases and Star Places with The
Albuquerque Astronomical Society event can
be a critical step to adulthood and, like most
things in adulthood, registration is required.
For more information, see abqlibrary.org. SOUTH

BROADWAY LIBRARY 1025 BROADWAY BLVD SE, 3 TO 4PM

alibi.com/v/6i1g. (Clarke Condé) a

HEIGHTS
SUMMERFEST!

The City of Albuquerque’s most excellent set
of free summer festivals—featuring live music
by tip-top acts, arts and crafts, children’s
activities, beer gardens, food trucks and so
much more—begins its 2019 run with Heights
Summerfest at North Domingo Baca Park
from 5pm until 10pm on Saturday, June 8.
The featured act is Dumpstaphunk, one of
New Orleans’ premier funk and jam bands.
That’s groovy and offers plenty of funk for the
whole family. In addition, this free family
friendly, all-ages event features fun for
everyone, including an artisan market, microbrew
garden, food trucks and live entertainment
from local and national acts. NORTH DOMINGO

BACA PARK 7521 CARMEL AVE NE, 5 TO 10PM

alibi.com/v/6h9j. (August March) a

SPICY TALK

Dr. Stephanie Walker could be selfish and
keep her extensive expertise on the cultivation
of chile to herself but she is not like that.
Dr. Walker is a sharer and the extension
vegetable specialist at the New Mexico
State University and she is delivering a
lecture titled Chilies Around the World this
Sunday, June 9 at 3pm at the Albuquerque
Museum of Art and History. Go for only
$15 if you’re an Albuquerque International
Association member, $20 if not and free
with a current student ID. For more
information about this all-ages event, see
cabq.gov/museum. ALBUQUERQUE MUSEUM OF

ART AND HISTORY 2000 MOUNTAIN RD NW, 3 TO 5PM

alibi.com/v/6huo. (Clarke Condé) a

GUITAR TAB

Renowned Louisianan blues/jazz guitarist Tab Benoit
is in the midst of his yearlong Whiskey Bayou Revue
Tour and performs at the KiMo Theatre in Albuquerque
on Tuesday, June 11 at 8pm. One of the most
impressive guitarists to emerge from the rich bayous
of Southern Louisiana in recent years, Benoit’s
authentically funky guitar tone can be recognized
even before his deep and soulful voice resonates from
the speakers. He doesn’t rely on any effects and his
setup is simple. It consists of a guitar, a cord and an
amplifier. The effects you hear come from his fingers
and zip through his instrument with audible grace and
power are unforgettable. Check out this all-ages AMP
concert for between $18 and $38 before it sells out,
jazzers! KIMO THEATRE 423 CENTRAL AVE NW, 7:30 TO 10PM

alibi.com/v/6i4z. (August March) a

Compiled by Ashli Kesali. Submit your events at alibi.com/events.

DON’T PLAY WITH THAT

You can be too old to be scared of the dark.
You can be too old for rompers. But one is
never too old for toys. This Friday, June 7
from 6pm to 8pm, the best indie toy artists,
narrative artists inspired by toys and character
makers from all over the world will be
sharing their creations at the opening
reception for the Toy Makers of Planet
Earth III group exhibition at Stranger
Factory. Discover how a mortgage and
retirement plan won’t protect you from the
undeniable lure of toys and playtime. This
romp with the fun side of art is free and
open to the public. All ages are welcome.
STRANGER FACTORY 3411 CENTRAL AVE. NE, 6 TO 8PM

alibi.com/v/6jr4. (Joshua Lee) a

IMAGE COURTESY OF THE ARTIST

THURSDAY JUNE 6

TUESDAY JUNE 11

IMAGE BY CLARKE CONDÉ

FRIDAY JUNE 7

SATURDAY JUNE 8

SUNDAY JUNE 9

IMAGE BY CLARKE CONDÉ

IMAGE COURTESY OF CABQ.GOV
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NEW MEXICO VETERANS HOSPITAL Veterans Outreach.
Veterans learn about the nuances and complicated details
regarding the VA and state veterans benefits. Bring your DD-
214 form. 1501 San Pedro SE. 10am-3pm. 383-2414.
alibi.com/v/68ip.

WELLNESS/FITNESS
BLISSFUL SPIRITS YOGA STUDIO Couples’ Date Night: Thai
Yoga Massage and Drums. A two-hour guided Thai yoga massage
fwith live drumming, romantic ambiance, aromatherapy and
small aphrodisiac bites. 4300 Paseo del Norte. $25-$27.
6-8:30pm. alibi.com/v/6iow.

KESHET CENTER FOR THE ARTS Summer Community Dance
Classes. 4121 Cutler Ave NE. 2pm. ALL-AGES! See 6/6 listing.

NORTH DOMINGO BACA MULTIGENERATIONAL CENTER
Experience the Sound of Soul. Discover inner guidance, healing
for body, mind and spirit as well as a higher form of creativity
by chanting the sacred sound of HU. Spiritual conversation after-
ward. 7521 Carmel Ave NE. 7-8pm. ALL-AGES! (800) 876-6704.
alibi.com/v/6bg2.

SOURCE Cordyceps Cultivation Course. Get hands-on experience
working with Cordyceps militaris mushrooms. 1111 Carlisle Blvd
SE. $0-$289. 4-7pm. alibi.com/v/6ivu.

SATURDAY JUNE 8

ALBUQUERQUE DRAGWAY 2019 All Out Call Out: Streetcar
Drag Racing. An annual, grassroots, street car only, call-out style
drag race event. 5700 Dragway Rd SE. $15-$20. 4pm-midnight.
ALL-AGES! 620-4332. alibi.com/v/6h4b.

EXPO NEW MEXICO Albuquerque PrideFest 2019. An event
designed to bring the LGBTIQ and allied communities together
for a weekend of camaraderie and celebration of the past,
present and future while raising funds for community programs.
300 San Pedro Dr NE. 10am. 222-9700. alibi.com/v/6hye.

HYATT REGENCY DOWNTOWN Man and Woman of the Year
Grand Finale Gala. Support candidates, honored heroes and
raise money for blood cancer treatment and care. The event
includes a silent auction, live auction, award ceremony, cash
bar and food. 330 Tijeras Ave NW. $150. 5-10pm. ALL-AGES!
463-5597. alibi.com/v/6h98.

KIDS
CENTRAL & UNSER LIBRARY Galaxy Goo. Make one of the
weirdest materials in the known galaxy. For ages 9 through 12.
Registration required. 8081 Central Ave NW. 2:30-3:30pm.
768-4320. alibi.com/v/6hql.

LEARN
BACHECHI OPEN SPACE Master Naturalist Program Application.
9521 Rio Grande Blvd NW. 4pm. 18+. See 6/7 listing.

DESERT OASIS TEACHING GARDEN Watering During the Heat
of the Summer Seminar. Get hands-on training from landscape
pros on gardening topics including watering during the heat of
the summer, types of irrigation and water saving strategies.
6400 Wyoming Blvd NE. 9-11am. ALL-AGES! 842-9287.
alibi.com/v/6a99.

MAIN LIBRARY Astronaut Mike Mullane. The astronaut talks
about his life, his experiences in space and more. 501 Copper
Ave NW. 2-3pm. ALL-AGES! 768-5141. alibi.com/v/6i05.

THURSDAY JUNE 6

KIDS
ALAMOSA LIBRARY Constellations. Learn about the constella-
tions and plot out the individual stars on a piece of card stock,
then connect the dots. For ages 9 through 12. Registration
required. 6900 Gonzales SW. 2:30-3:30pm. 836-0684.
alibi.com/v/6hq0.

JUAN TABO PUBLIC LIBRARY Escape Room. Find the clues and
solve the puzzles, in a limited amount of time. For ages 13 to
17. Registration required. 3407 Juan Tabo Blvd NE. 2-3pm.
291-6260. alibi.com/v/6huz..

LOS GRIEGOS LIBRARY Galaxy Ornament. Bottle the beauty of
the galaxy into an ornament to display at home. For ages 13
through 17. Registration required. 1000 Griegos Rd. NW. 3-4pm.
761-4020. alibi.com/v/6hzw.

MANZANO HIGH SCHOOL Manzano High School Mini Monarch
Soccer Camp. Players in grades K through 8 work with the
Manzano High School Girls’ Soccer Team and Coaches to develop
skills, techniques, tactics and to share their love of the game.
12200 Lomas Blvd. NE. $60. 8-11am. ALL-AGES! 292-0090,
ext. 144. alibi.com/v/6i85.

WEST GATE HEIGHTS LIBRARY Jack and the Beanstalk with
Opera Unlimited. Jack & The Beanstalk is designed to encourage
an interest and enthusiasm for literature and music through
musical theater with larger-than-life characters perfect for a
children’s opera. 1300 Delgado Dr SW. 10:30-11:30am.
ALL-AGES! 833-6984. alibi.com/v/6i2i.

LEARN
KELLER HALL First Forum and Spirit Awards: Sustainable
Journalism. Panelists explore strengthening journalism and
supporting the next generation of ethical, curious journalists,
so New Mexicans have a trusted free press for personal, economic
and voting decisions. University of New Mexico. $30. 5:30-8pm.
ALL-AGES! (505) 225-2140, ext. 1. alibi.com/v/6hhz.

WELLNESS/FITNESS
KESHET CENTER FOR THE ARTS Summer Community Dance
Classes. Classes are available for kids starting at age 2, teens
and adults. Genres include contemporary, ballet, jazz, hip-hop,
creative movement, mixed-ability dance and fine wine dance
for ages 55+. 4121 Cutler Ave NE. 2pm. ALL-AGES! 224-9808.
alibi.com/v/6g7t.

FRIDAY JUNE 7

KIDS
LOMAS-TRAMWAY PUBLIC LIBRARY Bike Rodeo. Children learn
to drive bikes, avoid injuries and follow rules of the road through
hands-on experience with bikes, helmets, signs and instructors
provided. For ages 9 through 12. Registration required. 908
Eastridge Dr NE. 3-5pm. 291-6295. alibi.com/v/6hvb.

MAIN LIBRARY Big Bubble Circus. 501 Copper Ave NW. 3-4pm.
ALL-AGES! See 6/6 SAN PEDRO LIBRARY listing.

MANZANO HIGH SCHOOL Manzano High School Mini Monarch
Soccer Camp. 12200 Lomas Blvd. NE. $60. 8-11am. ALL-AGES!
See 6/6 listing.

RUDOLFO ANAYA LIBRARY Perler Space Creations. Participants
design a unique perler bead character with a space theme. For
ages 13 through 17. Registration required. 7704 Second Street
NW. 2-3pm. 897-8823. alibi.com/v/6i0w.

WEST GATE HEIGHTS LIBRARY Pipe Cleaner Jedi. Create a Jedi
action figures, along with their light-saber weaponry for hours
of fun, imaginative play. For ages 9 through 12. Registration
required. 1300 Delgado Dr SW. 3-4pm. 833-6984.
alibi.com/v/6i2j.

LEARN
BACHECHI OPEN SPACE Master Naturalist Program Application.
Receive hands-on training in conservation measures and
improving the environment. 9521 Rio Grande Blvd NW. 4pm.
18+. 314-0398. alibi.com/v/6ct7.
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COMMUNITY

SATURDAY, JUNE 8

MORNINGSIDE PARK Family Pride Celebration. The
celebration features free, family-friendly activities, face
painting, henna, games and food for purchase. Must
bring a free, family-friendly activity, table, tent, chairs
and materials. 300 Aliso Dr SE. 11:30am-2:30pm.

alibi.com/v/6irk.



WELLNESS/FITNESS
KESHET CENTER FOR THE ARTS Summer Community Dance
Classes. 4121 Cutler Ave NE. 2pm. ALL-AGES! See 6/6 listing.

TUESDAY JUNE 11

KIDS
ALAMOSA LIBRARY Robots in Space with ¡Explora! Build a
robotic arm to control using servo motors, solve a maze, unload
a payload successfully and learn how engineers develop robotics
to assist in space. For ages 13 through 17. Registration required.
6900 Gonzales SW. 2:30-3:30pm. 836-0684.
alibi.com/v/6hqb.

CHERRY HILLS LIBRARY Build and Fly Paper Rockets with
Jerry Cross. Cut, fold and glue a paper rocket together and
then launch them fifty feet in the air. For ages 9 through 12.
Registration required. 6901 Barstow St NE. 2-3:30pm.
857-8321. alibi.com/v/6hqz.

ERNA FERGUSSON LIBRARY Big Bubble Circus. 3700 San
Mateo Blvd NE. 2-3pm. ALL-AGES! See 6/6 SAN PEDRO
LIBRARY listing.

ERNIE PYLE LIBRARY UFO Spinning Tops. Create and decorate
a UFO spinning top. Then, join in a spin-off to see whose top
spins the longest. For ages 9 through 12. Registration required.
900 Girard SE. 10:30-11:30am. 256-2065. alibi.com/v/6huq.

JUAN TABO PUBLIC LIBRARY Pom-Pom Alien Spaceships.
Create giant pom-poms, transform them into alien creatures
and launch them in a single-seater spaceship for some inter-
stellar adventures. For ages 9 through 12. Registration required.
3407 Juan Tabo Blvd NE. 2-3pm. 291-6260. alibi.com/v/6hv0.

MAIN LIBRARY Galactic Murder Mystery. The mission leads
through time and space to unravel the nebulous workings of
the universe and solve this cosmic mystery. For ages 13 through
17. Registration required. 501 Copper Ave NW. 11am-noon.
768-5141. alibi.com/v/6i07.

RUDOLFO ANAYA LIBRARY Andy Mason Music. NM musician,
Andy Mason, brings his original, award-winning, educational,
bilingual, interactive, fun with music. 7704 Second Street NW.
2-3pm. ALL-AGES! 897-8823. alibi.com/v/6i0y.

SOUTH VALLEY PUBLIC LIBRARY Alka-Seltzer Rockets. Make
a rocket using Alka-Seltzer, water and a plastic vial. For ages
13 through 17. Registration required. 3904 Isleta Blvd SW.
3-4pm. 877-5170. alibi.com/v/6i1s.

LEARN
ABQ BIOPARK ZOO Twilight Tour at the Zoo. Experience the
sights and sounds at twilight. Observe evening animal behaviors
while taking a tour led by a personal guide. 903 10th Street
SW. 6:30-8:30pm. 764-6214. alibi.com/v/6i4x.

ALBUQUERQUE COMMUNITY FOUNDATION Impact and Coffee.
Nonprofit leaders, volunteers, funders and people finding their
place in the community have a cup of coffee, hear about new
social profit ventures and innov 624 Tijeras Ave NW. 9-10am.
alibi.com/v/6glw.
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SPORTS
ISOTOPES PARK NM United vs Sacramento Republic FC. Cheer
on the home team as they take on Sacramento. 1601 Avenida
Cesar Chavez SE. $13-$36. 7:30pm. ALL-AGES! 209-7529.
alibi.com/v/6hix.

WELLNESS/FITNESS
CHINESE CULTURE CENTER Chin Na: Self Defense Against
Weapon Attacks. Dr. Keith Winterkorn holds a seminar on the
art of seizing and grasping. The reviews the basics and demon-
strates counter-attacks by others holding weapons such as
knives, sticks and guns. 427 Adams St SE. $80-$85. 18+.
264-9876. alibi.com/v/6h9m.

KESHET CENTER FOR THE ARTS Sum- mer Community Dance
Classes. 4121 Cutler Ave NE. 2pm. ALL-AGES! See 6/6 listing.

NEW MEXICO SCHOOL OF YOGA Ayurvedic Summer Self-Care
Workshop. Learn how to change up the summer routine with
breathing practices, daily rituals, Ayurvedic treats and samples.
1111 Carlisle Blvd SE. $25. 9am-noon. ALL-AGES! 268-0918.
alibi.com/v/6ih8.

NIRGUNA YOGA Love The Skin You’re In: Body Positivity Art
Workshop. Increase self-compassion in relation to your body
and participate in a brief teaching and guided meditation followed
by a super fun, expressive art exercise. 1930 Juan Tabo Blvd
NE. $45. 1:30-3pm. 13+. 252-2129. alibi.com/v/6ich.

SUNDAY JUNE 9
SANDIA RESORT & CASINO NM Desert Fest 2019. A celebration
of all automotive cultures and the creations they produce. Find
everything from imports to domestics, racers, off-roaders, bikes,
live music, food and more. 30 Rainbow Rd NE. 4-9pm.
526-9366. alibi.com/v/6ijf.

LEARN
ABQ BIOPARK ZOO Cats and Carnivores Tour. A zookeeper takes
participants backstage to get as close as safely possible to the
most majestic carnivores on earth. For ages 10 and up. 903
10th Street SW. $90. 1:15-2:15pm. 764-6214.
alibi.com/v/6dvx.

WELLNESS/FITNESS
KESHET CENTER FOR THE ARTS Summer Community Dance
Classes. 4121 Cutler Ave NE. 2pm. ALL-AGES! See 6/6 listing.

MONDAY JUNE 10

KIDS
ALAMOSA LIBRARY Jack and the Beanstalk with Opera
Unlimited. 6900 Gonzales SW. 10:30-11:30am. ALL-AGES! See
6/6 WEST GATE HEIGHTS LIBRARY listing.

MAIN LIBRARY Moon Phases and Star Places with The
Albuquerque Astronomical Society. 501 Copper Ave NW.
3-4:30pm. See 6/6 SOUTH BROADWAY LIBRARY listing.

OUTDOOR
BARELAS COMMUNITY CENTER Slow Roll. A fun, family-friendly
cruise around Barelas. It’s not a race, simply cruise together.
801 Barelas Rd SW. 5:45-8:30pm. ALL-AGES! 415-4643.
alibi.com/v/6jcr.

Compiled by Ashli Kesali. Submit your events at alibi.com/events.

TUESDAY, JUNE 11

PIGGY’S SQUEEKEASY LGBQT Support Group. A
community support group for all ages open to anyone
needing comfort, relief or a voice. 526 Washington St.

7:30-8:30pm. ALL-AGES! 999-8807.
alibi.com/v/6dbc.

SATURDAY, JUNE 8

SELF SERVE Pride Party and Potluck. A sober, all-ages
dance party with music, snacks and an opportunity to

check out the new space. Bring a potluck item if
possible. 112 Morningside Dr NE. 8pm-midnight.

ALL-AGES! 265-5815. alibi.com/v/6ibz.



THURSDAY JUNE 6

MANZANO MESA MULTIGENERATIONAL CENTER Wise Women

Dancers’ Flea Market and Show. Vendors sell wares from around the
world and belly dancers perform every 15 minutes. 501 Elizabeth St
SE. 6-8pm. ALL-AGES! 280-3638. alibi.com/v/6iig.
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WORDS
CANVAS ARTISTRY KITCHEN MUSIC ART BAR Burque Revolt Poetry

Slam. Open mic and poetry slam with vendors and a DJ. Special
poetry feature by Toluwanimi Obiwole from Denver Slam Nuba. 3120
Central Ave SE. 7-10pm. 21+. alibi.com/v/5ydy.

STAGE
FARM & TABLE 5th Annual Theatre on the Farm: Stargazing. Duke
City Repertory Theatre and Tricklock Company perform a new play
about evolution and transition and gravitational force, about loving
not only who you’ve been but who you will become. 8917 Fourth
Street NW. $0-$28. 8-9pm. 503-7124. alibi.com/v/6il4.

SONG & DANCE
LOMA COLORADO MAIN LIBRARY, Rio Rancho June Art and Music

Series: French Music of the High Baroque. Mary Bruesch and Sarah
Manthey offer a precious window into the intimate music of the High
Baroque in France including the music of Marin Marais, François
Couperin and more. 755 Loma Colorado NE. 6-7pm. 18+. 891-5013.
alibi.com/v/6i0x.

FILM
NEW MEXICO MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY AND SCIENCE

Saving Private Ryan. See a screening of the award-winning war film.
1801 Mountain Rd NW. $8-$10. 7-10pm. 18+. 265-7866.
alibi.com/v/6cys.

FRIDAY JUNE 7

LA LUNA BAKERY AND CAFE ABQ Artwalk: First Friday Market. Enjoy
craft beers and wine while shopping local growers, arts and crafts
vendors, enjoying great food and live music. 319 Fifth Street SW.
5-9pm. ALL-AGES! alibi.com/v/6i3r.

ART
OT CIRCUS GALLERY ABQArtwalk Present: Euphemistic II. The second
and final incarnation of a one-night group exhibit featuring visual
interpretations of words people feel, but can’t explain. Enjoy face
paining, vendors and tarot readings. 709 Central Ave NW. 5-9pm.
ALL-AGES! 415-4643. alibi.com/v/6jcq.

THURSDAY, JUNE 6

DESERT ROSE PLAYHOUSE Tony Cabaret. Celebrate the
best of Broadway with songs and scenes. 6921
Montgomery Blvd NE. $10. 7:30pm. ALL-AGES!

563-0316. alibi.com/v/6hba.

THURSDAY, JUNE 6

ALBUQUERQUE MUSEUM OF ART AND HISTORY Carnaval
Under the Stars and Street Procession. Dance, music and
beautiful costumes, featuring Frank Leto’s PANdemonium
and the Odara Dance Ensemble, showcasing the Carnaval

celebrations of Cuba, Trinidad, Brazil and New Orleans.
2000 Mountain Rd NW. $0-$18. 7-10pm. ALL-AGES!

255-9798. alibi.com/v/6gl6.

ARTS & LIT

WELLNESS/FITNESS
ALLEY KATS TAP COMPANY Rise of the Goddess Burlesque
Class with Stephan. 222 Truman St NE. $10. 7:30-8:30pm.
18+. alibi.com/v/6jhb.

KESHET CENTER FOR THE ARTS Summer Community Dance
Classes. 4121 Cutler Ave NE. 2pm. ALL-AGES! See 6/6 listing.

LLOYD SHAW DANCE CENTER Newcomer Swing and Latin
Classes. Explore a different set of dances in each class.
Understand the similarities and differences between each dance
to learn multiple dances at the same time, in a fun method.
5506 Coal SE. $5-$10. 6:30-8pm. 15+. 948-1579.
alibi.com/v/68c4.

LOTUS TREE AYURVEDA Prayer and Meditation Group. Learn
stilling the mind, concentration and meditation practices. No
previous experience needed. 7015 Fourth Street. $12-$40.
7-8pm. ALL-AGES! alibi.com/v/63wf.

NEW MEXICO SCHOOL OF YOGA Summer Fit Yoga. Cross train
with yoga to enhance athletic performance, gain flexibility and
reduce injuries. All levels are welcome. 1111 Carlisle Blvd SE.
$10-$85. 6-7pm. ALL-AGES! 268-0918. alibi.com/v/6iha.

WEDNESDAY JUNE 12

KIDS
ERNA FERGUSSON LIBRARY Geometric Painting. For kids who
have ever looked at modern art and wanted to learn how to
create it, this workshop teaches fun techniques. For ages 13
through 17. Registration required. 3700 San Mateo Blvd NE.
2-3pm. 888-8100. alibi.com/v/6huf.

RUDOLFO ANAYA LIBRARY Galaxy Bookmark. Using watercolor
paints and an imagination bounded only by the universe, partic-
ipants create bookmarks worthy of envy. For ages 13 through
17. Registration required. 7704 Second Street NW. 2-3pm.
897-8823. alibi.com/v/6i0z.

SAN PEDRO LIBRARY Space Key Ring. Using templates provided,
design and decorate a space-themed key ring, with aircraft
cable for docking keys to the space creation. For ages 9 through
12. Registration required. 5600 Trumbull Ave SE. 3-4pm.
256-2067. alibi.com/v/6i18.

LEARN
CNM STUDENT RESOURCE CENTER, R204 NMSR Meeting:
Ben Radford on Organ Theft Urban Legends. Learn whether or
not people actually wake up in bathtubs of ice, to find a note
saying “Thanks for the kidney!” 835 Buena Vista Dr SE. 7-9pm.
ALL-AGES! (575) 835-5113. alibi.com/v/6j6j.

WELLNESS/FITNESS
KESHET CENTER FOR THE ARTS Summer Community Dance
Classes. 4121 Cutler Ave NE. 2pm. ALL-AGES! See 6/6 listing.

LLOYD SHAW DANCE CENTER Newcomer and Intermediate
Argentine Tango. Learn the basics and fundamentals of this
amazing dance and delve further into the techniques and secrets
that make this style unforgettable. 5506 Coal SE. $10-$17.
7:30-9pm. 15+. 948-1579. alibi.com/v/69gp.

MAPLE STREET DANCE SPACE Teen and Adult Ballet Class with
Christin Severini. This class is for intermediate and advanced
level teens and adults looking for a technically challenging tradi-
tional class with an emphasis on movement, emotional expres-
sion and artistry. 3215 Central Ave NE. $15-$60. 7:15-8:30pm.
13+. (802) 503-4363. alibi.com/v/6a4q.
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SATURDAY, JUNE 8

CENTRAL UNITED METHODIST CHURCH New Mexico Peace Choir: Come to Life summer concert. Enjoy uplifting songs about freedom,
nature, social awareness, the human spirit and peace. 201 University NE. $0-$20. 7-9pm. ALL-AGES! 205-4342. alibi.com/v/6j51.

TRAPDOOR PROJECTS Opening Reception for Allyson Packer:

Portal/Portal. A site-specific installation that takes Albuquerque’s built
environment and its many layered influences, as a point of departure.
1120 Tijeras Ave NW. 6:30-10pm. ALL-AGES! alibi.com/v/6hxu.

YUCCA ART GALLERY First Friday Event. “Celebrate Summer Glory”
is the theme with featured artists Theresa Prater, Carol Erickson and
Barbara Fajardo and light refreshments served. 2065 San Felipe St
NW. 5-8pm. ALL-AGES! 247-8931. alibi.com/v/6hhq.

STAGE
ALBUQUERQUE LITTLE THEATRE Singin’ In The Rain. A musical
about two actors who, in silent movies, are a hot item but, behind
things aren’t always as they appear on the big screen. 224 San
Pasquale Ave SW. $21-$25. 7:30-10pm. ALL-AGES! 242-4750.
alibi.com/v/6exo.

KIMO THEATRE Game Grumps Live. This summer tour with Arin and
Danny is a retirement for the present live format. The guys play games,
make jokes and have a blast in front of a live audience. 423 Central
Ave NW. 8-10pm. 768-3544. alibi.com/v/6hx1.

NEW MEXICO VETERANS MEMORIAL Romeo and Juliet.
Shakespeare performed live. 1100 Louisiana Blvd SE. 7:30-9:30pm.
13+. 463-0440. alibi.com/v/6id2.

PAINTED LADY BED & BREW Ghosts of Painted Lady’s Past. A live
performance and colorful look into the history of the inn including
buried money, hidden rooms and the brothel. 1100 Bellamah Ave
NW. 8-9pm. 200-3999. alibi.com/v/6hx4.

SONG & DANCE
FLAMENCO WORKS, INC. Jesús Muñoz Teatro Flamenco. Muñoz
explores new choreographic pieces with a cast of 20 collaborators.
1010 Coal Ave SW. $35-$55. 7:30-9pm. ALL-AGES! 503-6040.
alibi.com/v/6hy1.

HOTEL ALBUQUERQUE Tablao Flamenco. Enjoy dynamic world-class
performances, exquisite Sevillan tapas and craft cocktails, with 60
percent of proceeds supporting the National Institute of Flamenco.
800 Rio Grande Blvd NW. $10-$30. 8-9:15pm. 21+. 222-8797.
alibi.com/v/68rc.

SATURDAY JUNE 8

WORDS
LOMA COLORADO MAIN LIBRARY, Rio Rancho Friends of the
Library of Rio Rancho Book Sale. Thousands of books for sales to
help fund library programs. 755 Loma Colorado NE. 10am-2pm.
891-5013. alibi.com/v/6hnm.

ORGANIC BOOKS So You Want To Be a Dragon. Joyce Hertzoff
discusses her lastest work and her other books for children and
young adults. 111 Carlisle Blvd SE. 3pm. ALL-AGES! alibi.com/v/6i7n.

PAGE ONE BOOKSTORE Stirling and Mah Signing Event. Sci-fi and
alt. history author S.M. Stirling and young adult fantasy author Emily
Mah join forces to celebrate releases of their new novels. 5850
Eubank Blvd NE. 4-5:35pm. ALL-AGES! 294-2026. alibi.com/v/6hsq.

PENNYSMITHS PAPER The Write Event. Meet the NM Pen Collectors
Club, learn about fountain and antique pens, see demos of wax
seals, modern and brush calligraphy, Iroshizuku inks, bullet journaling
and more. 4022 Rio Grande Blvd NW. 10am-5pm. ALL-AGES!
345-2353. alibi.com/v/6h1j.

SOUTHWEST WRITERS OFFICE, Carlisle Executive Suites SouthWest
Writers Class: Secrets to a Successful Booksigning. Award-winning
author Kirt Hickman shares the secrets of when and where to sign,
what to bring, what to do and not do and what to say and not say.
3200 Carlisle Blvd NE Ste 114. $25-$35. 1-3pm. ALL-AGES!
830-6034. alibi.com/v/6hxw.

ART
LOS RANCHOS VILLAGE HALL, Los Ranchos Los Ranchos Art
Market. Find handcrafted jewelry, pottery, woodwork, needlecraft and
fabric accessories, sculpture, soap and seasonal produce, honey,

plants, herbs and more as well as food and live music. 6718 Rio
Grande Blvd NW. 7am-noon. ALL-AGES! 344-6582.
alibi.com/v/6hb7.

STAGE
ALBUQUERQUE LITTLE THEATRE Singin’ In The Rain. 224 San
Pasquale Ave SW. $21-$25. 7:30-10pm. ALL-AGES! See 6/7
listing.

NEW MEXICO VETERANS MEMORIAL Love’s Labour’s Lost. Live
Shakspeare. 1100 Louisiana Blvd SE. 7:30-9:30pm. 13+.
247-8600. alibi.com/v/6id3.

SONG & DANCE
ALBUQUERQUE MUSEUM OF ART AND HISTORY Cyrille Aimée
Quartet Jazz. The award-winning French-Dominican jazz artist
plays live. 2000 Mountain Rd NW. $0-$20. 7-9pm. ALL-AGES!
255-9798. alibi.com/v/6gl7.

ELENA GALLEGOS PICNIC AREA Sol Calypso Steel Drum and
Marimba Band. Hear live music in the open space that makes
people smile. 7100 Tramway Blvd NE. 7-9pm. alibi.com/v/6hkv.

FLAMENCO WORKS, INC. Jesús Muñoz Teatro Flamenco. 1010
Coal Ave SW. $35-$55. 7:30-9pm. ALL-AGES! See 6/7 listing.

HOTEL ALBUQUERQUE Tablao Flamenco. 800 Rio Grande Blvd
NW. $10-$30. 8-9:15pm. 21+. See 6/7 listing.

ST. STEPHEN’S UNITED METHODIST CHURCH Solid Grounds
Coffeehouse. Bill & Ell Perras’ speak with strong heartfelt songs
and stories against social injustices, and daily follies in everyday
life as they play live. 4601 Juan Tabo NE. 7-9pm. ALL-AGES!
293-9673. alibi.com/v/6i7u.

LEARN
KILT CHECK BREWING COMPANY Paint Night: Cloudy Ocean

Sunset. Paint a beautiful sunset with guidance. 4814 Hardware

Dr NE. $35. 2-4pm. 21+. 881-0234. alibi.com/v/6j4r.

MAMA’S MINERALS Viking Knit Wire Weaving. Learn to weave a

bracelet or a necklace using wire and a dowel. Pre-registration

recommended. 800 20th Street NW. $45. 1:30-4pm. 15+.

266-8443. alibi.com/v/6hvi.

SOUTH BROADWAY CULTURAL CENTER The Spiritual Importance

of Ancient Hawaiian Hula. Lehua Lopez, a native Hawaiian cultural

anthropologist, conducts a lecture and presentation in a series

explicating the belief systems underlying the Hawaiian culture.

1025 Broadway Blvd SE. $0-$12. 10:30am-noon. 848-1320.

alibi.com/v/6hyf.

SPECIAL COLLECTIONS LIBRARY The Ins and Outs of Line

Producing. Michael Jones teaches the ins and outs of line producing

including the pathways to becoming a producer and what this job

entails in this informational training session. 423 Central Ave NE.

2-5pm. 848-1376. alibi.com/v/6ike.

FILM
GUILD CINEMA The Occupation of the American Mind. Progressive

Democrats of America, Central NM Chapter show a screening of

the controversial film. 3405 Central Ave NE. 12:30-3pm. ALL-AGES!

898-1237. alibi.com/v/6j1o.

KIMO THEATRE 2019 Fulldraw Film Tour. Filmmakers guide on a

journey all over the globe as they showcase amazing cinematography

of screaming bulls, monster mulies, whitetails and more. 423

Central Ave NW. 7-9pm. 768-3544. alibi.com/v/6hyo.

SOUTH VALLEY PUBLIC LIBRARY Summer Movie: Space Jam.

Catch a screening of the classic film, rated PG. 3904 Isleta Blvd

SW. 3-5pm. 877-5170. alibi.com/v/6i1r.
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FOOD

THURSDAY JUNE 6

PIGGY’S SQUEEKEASY Potluck Dinner. Enjoy a community meal
at the art and education center. Don’t forget to bring a contri-
bution. 526 Washington St. FREE. 7-10pm. ALL-AGES!
alibi.com/v/6fa6.

FRIDAY JUNE 7

LA LUNA BAKERY AND CAFE Friday Farmers Market. Enjoy live
music, a kids’ zone, craft beers, vendors and food. 319 Fifth
Street SW. FREE. 3pm. ALL-AGES! 550-1119. alibi.com/v/6ekd.

SATURDAY JUNE 8

SPECIAL COLLECTIONS LIBRARY Making Change:
Albuquerque Beer and Duke City History on Tap. Author Chris
Jackson talks about the history of beer in ABQ. 423 Central
Ave NE. FREE. 10:30am-noon. 848-1376. alibi.com/v/6i22.

SUNDAY JUNE 9

ALBUQUERQUE MUSEUM OF ART AND HISTORY Lecture:
Chilies Around the World. Dr. Stephanie Walker, the extension
vegetable specialist with NM State University, explores the
unique varieties of chile peppers grown in NM and around
the wor ld. 2000 Mountain Rd NW. $12-$20. 3-5pm.
ALL-AGES! 856-7277. alibi.com/v/6huo.

ALBUQUERQUE RAIL YARDS Albuquerque Rail Yards Market.
A market celebrating all things local and at the heart of NM
culture with hundreds food, farm, artisan and healing vendors,
live music as well as a kids’ zone. 1100 Second Street SW.
FREE. 10am-2pm. ALL-AGES! alibi.com/v/6fxi.

B2B2 BARRIO Giving Sunday Domestic Violence Resource
Center of NM Fundraiser. Twenty-five percent of daily food
sales benefit this worthy cause. 2201 Louisiana Blvd NE.
Noon-9pm. ALL-AGES! 489-2033. alibi.com/v/6ica.

THURSDAY JUNE 6
ERNA FERGUSSON LIBRARY International Snack

Tasting for Tweens. Sample snacks from around the
world and take a quiz to guess where each flavor is
popular. Not suitable for those with food restrictions

or allergies. For ages 13 through 17. Registration
required. 3700 San Mateo Blvd NE. FREE. 2-3pm.

888-8100. alibi.com/v/6hsn.

SATURDAY JUNE 8

BALLOON FIESTA PARK Brain Freeze Ice Cream
Festival. Tickets grant access to the festival and include
unlimited servings of 21 flavors of Blue Bell premium
ice-cream, access to jumpers and foam parties every
hour throughout the event. 5500 Balloon Fiesta Pkwy

NE. Noon-6pm. alibi.com/v/6hyg.

 WORDS
ORGANIC BOOKS The Workplace Zoo. Poet Karin Stangl reads from
her collection of poems about fictitious, relatable characters whom
everyone has encountered on the job. 111 Carlisle Blvd SE. Free.
3pm. ALL-AGES! alibi.com/v/6i7m.

STAGE
ALBUQUERQUE LITTLE THEATRE Singin’ In The Rain. 224 San Pasquale
Ave SW. $21-$25. 2pm. ALL-AGES! See 6/7 listing.

KIMO THEATREThe Seven: It’s Now or Never. The 14th annual short works
festival with the seven award-winning short plays, all based on the theme
“It’s Now or Never.” 423 Central Ave NW. 6-7:30pm. 768-3544.
alibi.com/v/6hzt.

NEW MEXICO VETERANS MEMORIAL Romeo and Juliet. Shakespeare
performed live. 1100 Louisiana Blvd SE. 7:30-9:30pm. 13+. 247-8600.
alibi.com/v/6idx.

SONG & DANCE
CASA FLAMENCA 2019 Tablao Season. Experience the 6th season in
the heart of Old Town with a spectacular lineup of world-class artists in
an intimate venue reminiscent of the clubs of Andalusia, Spain. 401 Rio
Grande Blvd NW. $38. 6-7:15pm. ALL-AGES! 247-0622. alibi.com/v/6iz2.

CENTRAL UNITED METHODIST CHURCH New Mexico Peace Choir:

Come to Life summer concert. 201 University NE. $0-$20. 3-5pm.
ALL-AGES! See 6/8 listing.

FLAMENCO WORKS, INC.Peña Flamenca Barilena. Jesus Muñoz explores
new choreographic pieces with a cast of youth and emerging artists. 1010
Coal Ave SW. $5-$25. 2pm-3:30am. ALL-AGES! 503-6040.
alibi.com/v/6hya.

HOTEL ALBUQUERQUE Tablao Flamenco. Enjoy dynamic world-class
performances, exquisite Sevillan tapas and craft cocktails, with 60 percent
of proceeds supporting the National Institute of Flamenco. 800 Rio Grande
Blvd NW. $10-$30. 6-7:15pm. ALL-AGES! 222-8797. alibi.com/v/68w3.

SIMMS AUDITORIUMThe Kalichstein-Laredo-Robinson Trio. The foremost
piano trio in America today, comprised of piano, violin and cello, performs
in the final concert of the 2018-19 season. 6400 Wyoming Blvd NE.
4pm. alibi.com/v/6hzq.

WESTSIDE CENTER FOR SPIRITUAL LIVING, Rio RanchoGrand Opening

Celebration Concert. The many inspired lyrics given to and interpreted by
Eli, combined with Bill’s bluesy finger-style guitar playing create a very
uniquely modern take on true Americana in this live event. 3001 Southern
Blvd SE. 1-3pm. 15+. 922-1200. alibi.com/v/6h1b.

LEARN
URBAN 360 PIZZA GRILL AND TAP HOUSE Paint Night. Paint a Paris
sunset with guidance. 2119 Menaul Blvd NE. 2-4pm. 18+. 717-2384.
alibi.com/v/6j68.

FILM
CENTRAL & UNSER LIBRARYSunday Movie: Aquaman. Catch a screening
of the unlikely hero film, rated PG-13. 8081 Central Ave NW. 1:30-3:30pm.
ALL-AGES! 833-6984. alibi.com/v/6i2q.

GUILD CINEMA ’80s Sunday Matinee: Mannequin. Catch a screening
of the classic ’80s film. 3405 Central Ave NE. 1-3:30pm. 255-1848.
alibi.com/v/6hzn.

MONDAY JUNE 10

SONG & DANCE
ERNA FERGUSSON LIBRARY Las Flores del Valle. Leila Flores-Dueñas
and Carol Vigil deliver smooth harmonies tunes with passion and joy
through various genres of music as they address topics such as rights,
justice, women’s history and hope. 3700 San Mateo Blvd NE. 6-7pm.
ALL-AGES! 888-8100. alibi.com/v/6hso.

TUESDAY JUNE 11

SONG & DANCE
SAN PEDRO LIBRARY An Afternoon of Music with Songwriter Jill Cohn.
Seattle’s songstress plays live in promotion of her lastest work. 5600
Trumbull Ave SE. 3-4pm. ALL-AGES! 256-2067. alibi.com/v/6i17.

WEDNESDAY JUNE 12

STAGE
POPEJOY HALLBeautiful: The Carole King Musical. The true story of King’s
rise to stardom, from being part of a songwriting team, to her relationship
with fellow writers, to becoming a successful solo act, to the music
she wrote as the soundtrack to a generation. 203 Cornell Dr NE.
$53-$98. 1pm. ALL-AGES! 277-9771. alibi.com/v/6b8m.

ARTS & LIT

SUNDAY JUNE 9
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THURSDAY JUNE 6 

BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB TAPROOM Austin Van • country •
6:30pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

CANTEEN BREWHOUSE Todd Tijerina • blues, roots, funk, rock •
6pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

DIRTY BOURBON Zach Coffey • country • 5pm • $5 • 21+

EFFEX Alchemy: Pride Edition • goth, electro, industrial, ’80s •
9pm • $5 • 21+

FIRST TURN LOUNGE @ THE DOWNS CASINO The Westwind
Band • country • 8pm • FREE • 21+

KILT CHECK BREWING COMPANY Rudy Boy Blues Jam • 7pm •
FREE • ALL-AGES!

LAUNCHPAD Esham • acid rap • Jimmy James • Ill Phil • bass •
8pm

SAVOY BAR AND GRILL Last Call • swing, jazz, soul, blues, R&B •
6pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

SISTER Pro Teens • dream pop, grunge • 8pm • $5-$7

SUNSHINE THEATER Snow Tha Product • rap • 7pm

TRACTOR BREWING WELLS PARK Tylor Brandon • acoustic,
country • 8pm • FREE • 21+

ZINC WINE BAR & BISTRO J-Calvin • soul, funk • 8:30pm • FREE •
21+

SEASONS ROTISSERIE & GRILL Sean Farley • blues • 6pm • FREE •
21+

TWO CRANES BISTRO AND BREW Silver Crow Asylum • Americana,
blues, jazz • 2pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

ZINC WINE BAR & BISTRO Dan Martinez • acoustic • 11am •
ALL-AGES!

MONDAY JUNE 10

LAUNCHPAD Sebadoh • indie • Waveless • post-punk, shoegaze •
9pm

MOONLIGHT LOUNGE Gorgasm • Kraanium • grindcore • Cognitive •
Wormhole • Impaled Offering • metal • 8pm

TUESDAY JUNE 11

THE BARLEY ROOM Swag Duo and Friends • jazz, blues, Motown •
6pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

LAUNCHPAD Daikaiju • instrumental surf rock • 9pm

SISTER She Wants Revenge • gothic revival, dark wave, post-punk •
MXMS • industrial • The Guidance • 8pm • $20-$25

STEEL BENDER BREWYARD The Deal • jam, funk, rock • 6pm

SUNSHINE THEATER Avatar • Devin Townsend Project • Dance
With The Dead • synthpop • ‘68 • 7pm

WEDNESDAY JUNE 12

BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB TAPROOM Chris Ravin • rock
’n’ roll • 7pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

LAUNCHPAD Through The Roots • reggae • For Peace Band • Roots
of a Rebellion • Reviva • rock • Positrax • funk, hip-hop, electrofunk,
Latin • 8pm

TRACTOR BREWING WELLS PARK Singer-Songwriter Showcase:
Five Artists, Five Songs • 8pm • FREE • 21+

VARA WINERY Wineup Wednesdays • Chris Dracup • acoustic,
blues, funk, soul • 7pm

COMEDY

RED DOOR BREWING DOWNTOWN TAPROOM Casual Wednesdays
Open Mic • Royal Wood • Kevin Baca • 7:30pm • FREE • 21+

WEEKLY CALENDAR

BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB TAPROOM Jeff Noel • acoustic
guitar • 4:30pm • Reverend E and The Vagrants • blues • 7pm •
FREE • ALL-AGES!

DIRTY BOURBON Zach Coffey • country • 5pm • $5 • 21+

FIRST TURN LOUNGE @ THE DOWNS CASINO Black Pearl •
Spanish, dance, oldies • 9pm • FREE • 21+

INSIDE OUT KGB Gothic Fetish Masquerade Ball • darkwave,
electro, industrial, goth • 7pm • $10

LAUNCHPAD Black Sabbitch • Full Blast • variety • 9pm • 21+

LIZARD TAIL BREWING Lomas Street Jazz • jazz • 8pm • FREE •
ALL-AGES!

MOONLIGHT LOUNGE Infestation of Evil • Street Tombs • Bad
Gateway • death metal, grindcore • Undying Evil • Laminectomy •
9pm

O’HARE’S GRILLE & PUB, Rio Rancho Brain Gang Trivia • 8:30pm •
FREE • 18+

SAVOY BAR AND GRILL ChillHouse Band • funk • Hillary Smith •
soul, R&B • 6pm • 21+

SEASONS ROTISSERIE & GRILL Roger Jameson and the Jaded
Heart Band • country, rock ’n’ roll, Americana • 6pm • FREE • 21+

STONE FACE TAVERN Todd Tijerina Trio • blues, dance, roots, rock •
8:30pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

TRACTOR BREWING WELLS PARK Gato Malo • folk, blues, rock •
7pm • Boogaloo B • house, dance • 8pm • FREE • 21+

ZINC WINE BAR & BISTRO Sol de la Noche • Latin, world, jazz,
fusion • 8:30pm • FREE • 21+

COMEDY

BOX PERFORMANCE SPACE AND IMPROV THEATRE The One
Night Stanleys • long-form improv comedy • 10:15pm

SUNDAY JUNE 9

CANTEEN BREWHOUSE Odd Dog • classic rock • 4pm • FREE • 21+

DIALOGUE BREWING Di Kavene Kapelye • Balkan, Klezmer • The
Rebbe’s Orkestra • Los Klezmerados de Santa Fe • 4pm • $10 •
ALL-AGES!

LAUNCHPAD My Life with the Thrill Kill Kult • industrial, electronic •
Curse Mackey • DJ K.Oss • 8pm

MOONLIGHT LOUNGE Accursed Creator • death metal •
Resurgence • metalcore • Honorable Death • Exist to Infect • 7pm •
$10 • ALL-AGES!

O’NIELL’S PUB, Nob Hill Curio Cowboys • Western swing • 4pm •
FREE • ALL-AGES!

SUNDAY, JUNE 9
HOLLOW SPIRITS DISTILLERY Sunday Funway • Drag

Brunch with a Side of Bingo • drag, games • 3pm •
$5 • 21+

SATURDAY, JUNE 8
TRACTOR BREWING COMPANY Rise and Pride • DJ

Bea • dance, electronic • DJ Nicolatron • 11am •
FREE • 21+

SATURDAY, JUNE 8
RED VELVET UNDERGROUND Sorceress of Sound and Song Marie Black • singer-songwriter • 5pm • PrideZilla • Blame It On
Rebekkah • pop, electronic • The Mark McKee Experience • Stem Ivory • rock • High Desert Playboys • country, Americana • A

Band Named Sue • Liquid Pizza • 7pm • $5 • ALL-AGES!

MUSIC

COMEDY

STAGE @ SANTA ANA STAR, Bernalillo Stand-Up Comedy
Thursdays • 6pm • $10 • 21+

FRIDAY JUNE 7

BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREWERY TAPROOM Kit Kat and the
Mudflaps • root, rock, blues • 8pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB TAPROOM Joe De Rusha •
variety • 4:30pm • Harmon Y Fort • acoustic guitar • 7pm • FREE •
ALL-AGES!

THE COUNTY LINE BBQ Todd Tijerina and Justin Bransford • funky
blues • 6pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

DIRTY BOURBON Zach Coffey • country • 5pm • $5 • 21+

FIRST TURN LOUNGE @ THE DOWNS CASINO Black Pearl •
Spanish, dance, oldies • 9pm • FREE • 21+

HOTEL ANDALUZ Music at the Casbahs • Entourage Jazz • jazz,
big band • 7pm • 21+

INDIAN PUEBLO CULTURAL CENTER Soul Kitchen • blues, soul •
Hillary Smith • R&B • Chris Dracup • acoustic, funk • 6pm • $12 •
ALL-AGES!

LAUNCHPAD Anesthesia • heavy metal • Red Mesa • rock • The
Minor Construct • Amped Owl Drive • 8pm

RANCHERS CLUB Karl Richardson Trio • variety • 5:30pm •
FREE • 18+

ROCK AND BREWS Flashback • rock, oldies • 8:30pm •
  FREE • 18+

SHERATON UPTOWN HOTEL Last Call • swing, jazz, soul, blues,
R&B • 6pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

TRACTOR BREWING WESTSIDE Lani Nash • singer-songwriter •
6pm • FREE • 21+

TWIST NIGHTCLUB DJ Irene • hard house, techno, trance, EDM •
9pm

URBAN 360 PIZZA GRILL AND TAP HOUSE Twist of Fate • variety •
7:15pm • ALL-AGES!

COMEDY

KILT CHECK BREWING COMPANY The Brewery Comedy Tour •
stand-up comedy • 7pm • $15-$18

TRACTOR BREWING WELLS PARK First Fridays Comedy Contest •
stand-up comedy • 8pm • FREE • 21+

SATURDAY JUNE 8

B2B2 BARRIO Shimon King and The B2 Free Agents • jazz •
6:30pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREWERY TAPROOM Night Moves • indie
pop, rock • 7:30pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!
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MCC have found a path. They’ve built a

community where love and justice triumph.

And that’s a big deal for a church whose

ministry is focused on LGBTQ humans.

When MCC was founded in California in

1968, homosexuality was illegal throughout

most of the nation. Queers were looked

upon with suspicion and derision, as the

ultimate outsiders. As such they were

ostracized from mainstream culture, often

suffering physical violence at the hands of

their fellow human beings unless they hid

their identities, and essentially, their lives.

Though our culture has changed

remarkably in the intervening 50 years, we

may have recently returned to the precipice.

Indications from the current administration

demonstrate a move away from progressive

values and a consequent return to anti-gay

rhetoric and actions by some members of

American culture.

As for other Christian organizations,

there has been much progress, yet much

work remains. Fundamentalists continue to

preach fire and brimstone for LGBTQ

humans, rejecting their innate identities as

a lifestyle choice that defies nature and

religious convention. Meanwhile, other

denominations have moved toward

inclusivity as they come to understand the

main features of the philosophy of

Christianity—love, peace and

understanding—with more certainty.

While the sort of invective spewed by

fringe Christian churches continues and

may actually have accelerated under the

anti-LGBTQ modeling initiated by the

Trump administration, it just may be

possible that our culture as a whole—that

thing vaguely and wondrously called

America—will continue to see progress

being made as one generation succeeds

another.

Given that the true meaning of

Christianity lies in the teachings of its

founder, it’s clear that the MCC has found a

way into the future that brings the spirit to

life. That process is best witnessed through

attendance. That is, if you go to this church

you’ll find happy humans, eloquent

advocates and a preacher whose gentle

guidance is matched by a quick wit and a

commitment to personal, spiritual and,

ultimately, cultural progress.

Her name is Reverend Judith Maynard.

I Want to Believe
Church celebrates Christ, Pride and progressive culture

BY AUGUST MARCH

O
n Sunday, I went to church.

Indeed, with Black Sabbath’s

shockingly pagan “N.I.B.” blasting

through the car speakers on what might

generally be considered early on a Sunday

morning, I rolled up to the Heights and

found the subtle beauty of the morning—

big clouds announcing rain and verdant

foothills looming greenly—was buoyed by

Geezer Butler’s brilliant bass line. All of this

seemed to announce another glorious day

reporting on Burque.

Little did I know that after I experienced

the awesomely affirmative, rainbow-colored,

proudly presented and essentially uplifting

church service at Metropolitan Community

Church of Albuquerque, I would have an

epiphany of sorts. It came while I was

headed home on Lomas Boulevard and

“(What’s So Funny ’Bout) Peace, Love and

Understanding” had triumphantly replaced

the Black Sabbath tuneage of earlier that

morn. 

Here’s the epiphany, by the way: I would

ultimately come to believe that some of the

solutions to our deepest problems may be

found by practicing love and compassion, by

talking to as many others as one can find

who will listen—and most importantly, by

working to understand that despite our

differences, we are all very much the same.

Now, we’re not about to ask you to take

up Christianity. Or any other religion for

that matter. But the fact is the folks at

And she leads a flock of people just like you

and me as they take the trip of a lifetime

together. Weekly Alibi spent time with the

reverend in order to find out more about her

church, the community she shepherds and

what peace, love, understanding and Jesus

Christ has to do with all of that movement

forward for LGBTQ people and for us all.

Weekly Alibi: Let’s start with the basics

...

Reverend Judith Maynard: I’ve been here

17 years. I love the congregation; it’s a great

faith community. This is our building, our

church, but we also like to think of it as a

community building for people and events.

The Q-Tones from New Mexico Gay Men’s

Chorus rehearse here; we have a drag group

that comes in, we have an exercise group

that uses the facility. Tons of 12-step people

come in make use of the space. We really try

to utilize the space.

Could you please tell our readers about

your faith community?

Sure. We’re very diverse. When MCC

started, back in 1968, we started because

other churches were not accepting LGBTQ

people. That’s why we came into being. As

things have changed, as more faith

communities have opened doors to our

people, so have we changed in many ways.

That’s led to diversity; it’s not just LGBTQ

people, it’s heterosexuals, too. And people

who are just people are welcome. You don’t

have to wear a label. We have a good

balance of different races and cultures

represented here in our faith community.

ALL PHOTOS BY ERIC WILLIAMS PHOTOGRAPHY

Pride 2019 continues on page 20 

Judith Maynard
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going through process where they’re told, “If

you believe this and follow these rules—what

the pastor tells them to do—then you’re okay,

you’re going to get into heaven. If you don’t,

you’re doomed because we don’t want people

who don’t think and believe as us.” They’re

pretty isolated. Sunday mornings used to be

one of the more segregated times in our

society. Thankfully, that’s changing. I feel

that we have to give a different picture, I

preach that to the congregation. All of us

have certainly been told how miserable we

are, what terrible sinners we are. We’ve all

heard enought negative messages. I want to

deliver a message about the love of God, the

unconditional love of God. God accepts all

people and loves all people. We accept

different faiths. We follow in the path of

Jesus.

Do those sorts of beliefs offset what’s

being offered by the religious right?

Absolutely. I don’t think our voices have

been heard. I don’t think we’re talking loud

enough.

What do they all have in common?

I don’t call myself a Christian anymore. I

believe in Jesus Christ. That is my faith. But I

think that may have negative connotations

to it, because of the religious right and what

they’ve made of Christianity. I am a follower

of Jesus and a person of the way. I follow the

ways of Jesus. I think it’s very easy to worship

Jesus. When you read his teachings and what

he asks of his followers, that can be a

challenge sometimes. To love your neighbor,

to love yourself. To serve God. If we could

just do that ...

Is that the essential message of Christ?

Yes. Think of how it would be if you, a

Buddhist, and me, a follower of Christ, could

just sit here and talk about our faith and we

didn’t argue. I didn’t try to convince you or

get you to come to my way of seeing things

and vice-versa.

So you’re looking for commonalities?

Yes, we respect all faiths. I’ve tried to

teach that here. You might not agree with it,

but who are you to say the Muslims are

wrong, the Buddhists are wrong. We might be

wrong when you get down to it.

What are people looking for when they

come into your house of worship?

We don’t all have to believe the same

thing. It’s more important to be together as a

faith community. We try to work out any

differences, any conflicts we may have—be it

political or spiritual, because we’ve got

Democrats, Republicans, Socialists and

Libertarians who come here.

Earlier, you mentioned the right wing

and Christianity. How do you deal with that

generally? How do you specifically address

the denial of rights and a sense of humanity,

the oppression and negativity?

With a sense of humanity. I see them as

I heard you talking about that with our

photographer, that we should be open about

who we are, that there is no more hiding.

Right. This is who I am.
And you’re pretty upfront about the fact

that much of this strife was caused by fear

and bigotry?

Oh yeah. Our people, those who identify as
LGBTQ, used to be, used to have their lives
be in peril. We’ve lost people through acts of
violence. Some people just didn’t like two
guys kissing or two women holding hands.

Are you worried about a resurgence in

violence against LGBTQ folks?

Not at all. I think what it is is that we’ve
all been given permission to hate other
people, instead of being taught that we need
to be loving, compassionate and kind—
despite our differences.

So how do we teach compassion, empathy

and love?

Show it and say it. Little acts of kindness
can make a huge difference. Being okay with
someone who doesn’t agree with you
theologically or politically is okay.

Is that because you believe we are all the

same, all one?

We’re all humans. I say we are spiritual
people having a human experience. I think
that deep down inside—I just watched a
movie about the white supremacist movement
by the way and a gay, African American
woman was interviewing the group. At the
end of the movie, she was telling one of the
leaders how people wanted to kill her, they
didn’t like her race. The leader said, “Well
that’s not right, you’re my friend.” I thought
she changed this guy’s mind. She planted a
seed there. That’s how we do that. We just
need to break down these barriers and talk to
one another.

For those who haven’t been involved
with pride, why should they consider
viewing it through spiritual lenses, whether
it’s at your church or any other?

I would hope that they’d see us as very
open and accepting. There’s a place here at
the table for everyone. You can come with
your questions, you can come as you are. You
don’t have to be perfect or whole. You can

come here as a blubbering mess and find a
place. Of course you’re not going to stay a
blubbering mess, we love you too much to let
you stay that way. But if you choose to stay
that way, we’re still going to go on the journey
God has called us to be on, moving forward,
trying to make positive changes.

What’s the culture like at your church?
For me, I think that churches are changing

so rapidly in the 21st century. That’s a good
thing. It’s not about coming together for one
hour a week, singing wonderful songs and
hearing a nice, fluffy little sermon, and then
going out and being a jerk the rest of the
week. I don’t think that’s what church is
about.

What is it then, more immersive?
Yes. It’s a lifelong relationship, we’re

supposed to go out there and change the
world, one person at a time.

What are we going to do as a culture to
make all this kindness count?

It’s gotta start with us. We’ve got to say it,
model it, preach it, believe it. And we need to
stop with the hate.

How do folks in Burque access the
insight and knowledge you have?

They should just come here. Or they can
call, I meet with individuals all the time. We
have a singles group that’s starting in July and
we have a spiritual direction group that begins
this month, June. We kind of slow down
during the summer. After Pride, we all take a
deep breath.

Pride’s pretty big around here?
Oh, yeah. We’re designing and building a

great float. It’s a lot of fun. They say it’s the
second biggest Pride parade in Albuquerque! I
love to see all the different people supporting
us and cheering us on.

It’s really cool to see that Burque really is
this enchanting, inclusive and progressive
town, que no?

We all accept each other. For example, the
leather community people are very much a
part of our faith community. That’s their
lifestyle, that’s what they choose to do. Who
am I to say that they can’t do that, that it’s
wrong in the eyes of God? I don’t believe in
doing that. I have a huge family here. This is
my family, these are God’s children. a

FEATURE | ALBUQUERQUE PRIDE 2019

Pride 2019 continued from page 18
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FOUND OBJECTS
BY CLARKE CONDÉ

Stargazing
Theater on the Farm

Using this beautiful image and story of this
person literally becoming a star in the sky.

What is different about directing dinner
theater?
When people think of theater there is a definite
separation between the stage and audience. I
think with dinner theater, and a lot of the
theater that I personally do, that’s boring. Why
would we do that? We are given such this
beautiful opportunity to connect with our
audience and bring them in. Why not use that?
Why pretend like we are in a traditional playing
space when clearly everyone can see everything
we are doing. Why not make it part of the
experience? Why not be under the stars and
with the stars at the same time?

What do you think is different from the
audience’s perspective?
I think in a lot of ways you are asking audiences,
especially ones that are used to more traditional
spaces, to be here, right now, with us as we’re
telling the story and to accept the way that we
are telling the story. 

The play is recommended for ages 13 and
over. Is that because of sophistication? No
other reason?
Yes. 

That must be rare.
I have no opposition to a seven-year-old coming
to this play. I don’t think there is anything
inappropriate about it. Heck, maybe they might
catch something no adult would. However,
there is quite a bit of math. a

BY CLARKE CONDÉ

K
atie Farmin is the director of Stargazing, a
collaborative effort by Tricklock Company
and Duke City Repertory Theatre to present

an outdoor dinner theater experience they call
Theater on the Farm. Written by Caroline Toby
Graham specifically for this production,
Stargazing is the story of Margot who wants to
transform into a star. It is, among other things, a
theatrical exploration of the mathematical
possibilities of that transformation. Farmin’s
father, an astrophysicist, helped work out the
math. Farm & Table, the popular locavore
restaurant with farm attached (or is that
backwards?) always bedazzled with tiny outdoor
lights, is a fitting setting to ask the main
question of the play: “We know we are made of
stars, but are stars made of us?” The audience is
invited to pull up a haybale and find out.
Weekly Alibi sat down with Katie Farmin to talk
about putting together a play on a farm, space
and a little bit about bug spray. The following is
an edited version of that interview. 

Weekly Alibi: Tell me about Stargazing.
Katie Farmin: This is our fourth or fifth year
doing Theater on the Farm, which is our
coproduction with Duke City Repertory
Theatre. We collaborate as artists on a show
that we put on at Farm & Table. They have a
beautiful little outdoor stage that is literally in
the middle of the farm. It was kind of like this
baby love child of Amelia (Duke City Repertory
Company Artistic Director Amelia Ampuero)
and Juli (Tricklock Company Executive
Director Juli Hendren) who had this idea. 

Is this the first directing you’ve done with
Caroline Toby Graham?
This is actually a really fun thing. I’ve only been
in Tricklock a couple years. This is my third year
with them. I’ve done mostly acting and music. I
actually haven’t done much directing, but
Caroline and I went to college together at UNM
and we used to collaborate all the time. We
actually were in the founding officer group at
SCRAP which is the UNM production team.
They have a 10-minute play festival called Out
of Order and we were part of the founding group
of that. Juli came and said, “Theater on the
Farm is coming up. I can’t do it. Amelia can’t do
it, but let’s shoot around some ideas and figure
this out.” I found this an awesome opportunity
to work with Caroline again. I said, “Do you
want to want to write a show for me?”

Does the audience sit on haybales?
Yes. It’s definitely still haybales. Ever since last
year, we’ve gone a little bit more kooky with our
ideas, not necessarily doing traditional table and
two chairs (sets).

The show is set in space?
There is a lot of space. It’s not like your
traditional sit there play. There are a lot of

moments that happen in space. At one point
in the show, you are among the stars. It’s was
this cool creative way to figure out how I
literally make the night sky when the night sky
is above us? How do I also bring that down
here on to Earth?

What about the bugs?
We do provide bug spray. Of course, it’s the
fancy all-natural stuff.

How well does that work?
You definitely have to spray yourself down, and
you spray yourself down before, but it does work.
The last few years, our actors’ arms and legs were
covered. It gets hot, but they are grateful not to
be attacked by the bugs.

How many actors?
It’s three actors (Evening Star Barron, Josh
Browner and Andy Gustke). The show is
about Margot and Art, who are siblings.
Margot, who we presume is some sort of
aficionado of astrophysics and space, is trying
to figure out how to literally become a star. It’s
sort of with the help of this other being called
Nova to figure out what that means, how you
do that and this exploration of transformation.
What it means to love someone as they truly
are and who they were truly meant to be.

ARTS | FEATURE

Those Muted Hues

Experience the purely pigmented, unfading
presence of pastel at the International
Association of Pastel Societies’ Pastelworld
2019 this Thursday, June 6 through Sunday,
June 9. From 9am to 9pm at the Hotel
Albuquerque (800 Rio Grande Blvd. NW) in Old
Town, there will be a display hundreds of pastel
paintings from around the world by some of the
finest artists ever to put stick to tooth. Fancy
yourself a pastel artist? Then you are going to
want to check out the trade show in
conjunction with this event that the
International Association of Pastel Societies
calls “the candy store.” For more information
about this free, all-ages event, see
IAPSpastel.org.

Two-fer

Harwood Art Center (1114 7th Street NW)
opens two shows featuring New Mexican
artists’ work on Friday, June 7 from 6pm to
8pm. In the main gallery, Harwood’s annual
juried exhibition SURFACE: Emerging Artists of
New Mexico features the work of Kirsten
Angerbauer, Evan J. Beck, Dante Betsch, CB
Bryan, Jesse Dávila, Moira Garcia, Marianne
Hall, Marlena Livingston, Mona Matrinez
Manzanares, Eric Romero and Keith Scott. In
the front gallery, Ruby Troup’s Point of Interest
takes a new look at the old Southwestern
tourist trap. For more information about this
free, all-ages event, see harwoodartcenter.org.

Portal/Portal

Allyson Packer says of her site-specific
installation Portal/Portal, “It is an installation
that occupies the same psychic space as an
open doorway, humid air the exact temperature
of your skin, or the feeling of repeating a word
so many times that it becomes a meaningless
combination of sounds.” Whether you always
feel like that or want to experience it for the
first time, Portal/Portal opens this Friday, June
7 with an opening reception from 6:30pm to
10pm at Trapdoor Projects (1120 Tijeras Ave.
NW). For more information about this free, all-
ages event, see trapdoorprojects.com.

State of Grace

Grace Rosario Perkins opens her solo show in
her home state with I WANNA BE YOURS on
Friday, June 7 at Sanitary Tortilla Factory (401
Second Street SW). Join the opening reception
from 6pm to 9pm. For more information about
this free, all-ages event, see
sanitarytortillafactory.org.

Last SHIFT

Catch the last SHIFT | DANCE performance of
2019 for a one night only performance of new,
original choreography by codirectors Jacqueline
García, lisa nevada, and Kelsey Paschich titled
SHIFT | ONWARD on Tuesday, June 11 at 7pm
at the Back Door Studio of Maple Street Dance
Space (3215 Central Ave. NE). This all-ages
event is $15 at the door. For more information,
see shiftdancepresents.com. a

COURTESY OF THE ARTIST

Stargazing
June 6, 13 and 20, 8pm

Farm & Table Restaurant 
8917 Fourth Street NW

Ages 13+
Tickets: $25

COURTESY OF THEATER ON THE FARM
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ARTS | MAGNIFIED

BY CLARKE CONDÉ

O
n summer nights, not just here in

Albuquerque or even across the country

but around the world, actors take to the

stage to deliver lines said millions of times over

the centuries. Why? Haven’t we already heard

these stories before? Don’t we all know by now

that things work out poorly for both Romeo and

Juliet in the end? The comedies and tragedies of

Shakespeare are the primal blueprint for

storytelling about human interactions.

Experiencing them as a youth is instructive.

Revisiting them as we get older is centering.

Seeing them in the park with a picnic basket on

a warm summer night is perfect.

This year the city of Albuquerque and the

Vortex Theatre present Romeo & Juliet,

directed by Peter Shea Kierst, and Love’s

Labour’s Lost, directed by Shepard Sobel. The

festival’s executive producer Leslee Richards

says that this year the sets for both

productions are minimal. Extensive sets for

Shakespeare can be superfluous, plus there is

always the threat of theft or vandalism in the

public park productions. Look no further than

a handful of Shakespearean characters to

better understand the type of scum that would

do something like that. 
No one should need a recap of the story of

Romeo and Juliet, but let it suffice to say that
seeing the actual play live on an outdoor
stage is better than whatever adapted
manifestation you may have seen. So much

more than a love story, even four centuries
later it is filled with the language that we use
to describe modern interactions.

Love’s Labour’s Lost brings us, among other
things, the word Honorificabilitudinitatibus.
It means a state of being able to achieve
honors; a state that this Shakespearean
comedy has attained, but has rarely made use
of. If you haven’t heard of it, don’t let that
dissuade you. It promises to be a funny show.
Performances of Love’s Labour’s Lost are on
June 8, 14, 16, 20, 22, 28 and 30.

The New Mexico Shakespeare Festival is
not being held at the Civic Plaza in
downtown Albuquerque as in previous years,
but at the New Mexico Veterans Memorial.
The new location is an ideal and often
overlooked venue for outdoor theater. The
concrete theater is surrounded by green lawn.
The audience is encouraged to bring a
cushion or a blanket and invited to come
early to walk the sculpture gardens, bring a
picnic or find one on the food trucks.  a

Honorificabilitudinitatibus
The New Mexico Shakespeare Festival 2019

Romeo and Juliet at the 2019 New Mexico Shakespeare Festival featuring Kainon Bachtel as
Romeo, Caitlyn Kelly as Juliet, Joe Dalacqua as Capulet, Nick Pippin as Tybalt
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Love’s Labour’s Lost
June 8, 14, 16, 20, 22, 28 and 30,

7:30pm

Romeo & Juliet
June 7, 9, 13, 15, 21, 23, 27 and 29,

7:30pm

New Mexico Veterans Memorial

1100 Louisiana Blvd. SE

Free parking and admission
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FOOD | RESTAURANT REVIEW

BY DAN PENNINGTON

I
’ll shoot straight with you. I know almost
nothing about the South Valley. It was
never so much a fear of it—though I’ve had

plenty of people tell me about their own
personal fears of it—as much as it was
convenience. I’m just never near that side of
town, nor have I ever had to visit it for
anything, other than a handful of occasions
where I had a small errand to run at a specific
location there. But I am on a quest of sorts to
truly explore our city and the food within it,
so when I asked around about places to check
out on that side of town, I wasn’t surprised I’d
never heard of it. Enter Pupuseria Y
Restaurant Salvadoreño, a place of apparently
very high repute that none of my friends have
ever mentioned to me.

If, like me, this is your first time seeing
those words in that order, you probably have
questions. Let’s break it down a bit. First is the
Pupuseria. Pupusas were a new one for me.
Think of something akin to a quesadilla
reaching its next logical step, by putting
everything you want inside it and sealing the
whole thing up. Using a corn meal tortilla, all
the ingredients are packed inside and cooked
up into something unique. 

Restaurant needs no explanation, which
leaves Salvadoreño, which is someone or
something of El Salvador. Without getting too
off track, there’s some controversy regarding
El Salvador, Honduras and pupusas. Both
countries claimed to be the creators of the
dish, with a full-on negotiation between the
two taking place during the signing of the
Dominican Republic–Central America Free
Trade Agreement, with Honduras eventually
ceding the rights. The creation of these dates
back nearly 2000 years, so it can be
understood why it’s a hot button issue
between the two. The point is, when you
think pupusas, you need to think El Salvador. 

I can tell you about all the different
pupusas I tried when I got there, since the
menu featured over 10 different styles, but the
thing is, it’s like trying a bunch of different
omelets; the ingredients may change, but at
the end of the day, it’s about the eggs. In this
case, every single pupusa was this soft and
chewy pocket of ingredient goodness. From
something as simple as ham and cheese to a
chicharron spread with gentle flavors of other
elements blended in, you can’t leave
dissatisfied. It’s easy to see yourself sitting
down and eating six in a single run, with each
one costing $2.50 and with the radius of an
appetizer plate. You can’t make a wrong
choice on whichever version you want to eat. 

Digging around on the menu, I noticed
some of the entrées offered, and one in
particular caught my eye. Listed as pollo gizado,
all it said underneath was chicken with spicy

Whenever you see spicy sauce, you never
really know what you’re going to get. Spicy
has a ton of different iterations that mean a
lot of different things to different people. In
this case, it wasn’t a killer spicy. It was more
subtle and flavorful, like a mild curry rather
than something meant to blow out your taste
buds. Paired with the chicken, it became this
match made in heaven; add on the potatoes,
which were wedged, and it was a medley
worthy of attention. Served with a side of
rice, refried beans and a small salad, what
you end up with is a wonderful amalgamation
of tastes all coming together to create
something incredible. 

As I tend to do now, I post pictures of
where I’m eating across social media to give
people an idea what I’m doing for the week
ahead. I was very surprised to find that this
was a hidden favorite among a lot of people
within my social circle. That’s kind of the
magic of Albuquerque. In a city like ours, it’s
so spread out and we all have our favorite
stomping grounds that we know like the back
of our hands, yet everyone has a place
outside their normal routine that they love.
We need to share those with each other more
often, because I would never have heard of
Pupuseria Y Restaurant Salvadoreño
otherwise. So get out there and take your
friends out to your favorite place. They’ll
appreciate it. a

Hidden Gem in Burque
The Pupuseria brings variety and taste to the forefront

sauce and potatoes. All of these are things I
like, so on top of the five pupusas I ordered, I
added this full meal to go along with it. 

What came out was the secret star of this
restaurant that I wasn’t expecting. Yes, the
pupusas were great, and I dug into those well
enough, but the pollo gizado was unreal. There
are so many pieces of this dish that are jaw-
dropping and wonderful, that finding the right
place to start feels like a disservice to the rest
of the dish and its components. 

This chicken was cooked so perfectly it
hardly made sense. It was literally falling off
the bone but hadn’t been overcooked in the
slightest. It was so moist and juicy that I
genuinely don’t have any idea how they did it.
This was a huge piece of what I assume was a
thigh, based on the bone and color, and it
took up almost half the plate all by itself. I
mention that it was hard to pinpoint what
part of the chicken it was because it was
buried under a vibrant orange sauce that
coated potatoes and chicken.

Pride Week Specials
We’re in June which means a month of visibility
and celebration for those in the LGBTQI
community. This parade is a reminder to all
about how far we’ve come, as well as how much
further is left to go. Pride Parade is happening
on June 8, so find the best way for you to
celebrate and be yourself in the company of
friends and allies with these events going on
the day of. 

Rise and Pride!
Tractor Brewing Company Nob Hill (118 Tulane
Dr. SE) is doing a special early opening at 9am
for a Pride-themed brunch. Featuring cider-
mimosas and a michelada bar, it’s going to be a
great start to all the Pride fun under one roof.
Known for having amazing food and a well
stocked bar, there will be something for
everyone. Starting at 11am, DJ Bea will take the
stage and start spinning the discs to get the
party fully in motion, followed by DJ Nicolatron
at 1pm. An air-conditioned bar during Pride is a
must, so get there early to grab a good seat so
you can relax during the parade. Even better,
they’ll be donating a portion of their income to
Casa Q, a nonprofit that assists homeless LGBT
youth. 

O’Niell’s is Celebration Central
O’Niell’s in Nob Hill (4310 Central Ave. SE) has
always been one of the biggest places to
celebrate the Pride Parade at. With their
enormous patio, huge interior, wide alcohol
selection and some crazy good deals on drinks,
you can be sure to find one hell of a party inside
and out. You even get a great view of the
parade from the comfort of your seat or you can
leave your drink safely inside if you just feel like
joining the crowd on the street. Rumor has it
that they’ll even have their own float this year,
so that’s another reason to keep an eye out. 

Wind down (or up) at
Sidewinders
Sidewinders Ranch (8900 Central Ave. SE) has
been an iconic location within the city for a
while now, and it’s going to be the best place for
your post-parade party. Starting at 9pm, the
night will be full of go-go dancing, spotlight
entertainment, demos and more. With an open
and accepting environment, this is the perfect
way to cap off the night surrounded by support
and celebration.  a

WEEKLY SPECIALS

BY DAN PENNINGTON

Pupuseria y Restaurant Salvadoreño
1701 Bridge Blvd. SW

243-8194
Hours: Mon-Fri: 10am-8pm 

Sat: 9am-8pm Sun: 10am-8pm
Alibi recommends: Literally any 

pupusa, pollo gizado
Vibe: Very laidback, family friendly

This will leave you speechless. DAN PENNINGTON

So many beers to try
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FOOD | KNOW YOUR INGREDIENTS

Watch Your Fingers
Prickly pears are a Southwestern specialty

PHOTO BY MALI MAEDER FROM PEXELSSeriously. Those are riddled with invisible needles.

BY DAN PENNINGTON

A
nyone who lives in New Mexico will tell
you that the food out here just can’t be
replicated out of state. Not quite traditional

Mexican food, New Mexicans managed to find
a way to add a little extra something and make
it uniquely our own. Ultimately we have the
best ingredients. Is that unfair to say when I
clearly haven’t tried all the ingredients in the
world? No question, but when it comes to
originality and innovation, we tend to go the
extra mile. Take for example the prickly pear
fruit, which grows on opuntia cacti. 

This hardy plant is capable of surviving and
even thriving in extreme conditions, in some
cases. It did so well in Australia that it caused a
real issue as it began overtaking everything,
growing and subsuming land at roughly one
million acres a year, while growing up to 20 feet
tall. They tend to do well in any habitat you
throw them in, even places like the Galápagos,
where they became full-on trees due to turtles
on the island wiping out low-growing variants.
Tough and hardy, these cacti run the gamut of
environments in which they can survive. 

Show of hands, how many of you picked a
prickly pear as a kid (or drunk adult) and found
it shockingly prickly? If you haven’t, consider
yourself lucky, as the tiny prickly needles on the
surface (aka glochids) are the worst things in
the world to get out of your fingertips. Peeling
the skin carefully exposes the actual edible part
and gets rid of these miniscule needles. You
could alternatively just burn them off, if you’re
feeling in the mood for a little campfire
cookout. 

Now you have a safe-to-eat cacti fruit. What
do you do with it? It turns out that like most
ingredients, you’re pretty much limited by your
own creativity. With their vibrant color
(typically bright red) and unique flavor (similar
to watermelon), the first place your mind goes

to would probably be as an addition to salad.
Using it as a replacement in a standard
watermelon salad helps to infuse a bit more
local culture and oomph into the dish; plus it’s
way easier to use a couple prickly pears sliced up
than it is to deal with a whole watermelon. 

Conversely, some have even gone and made
jams out of it, which adds a whole new
experience to your morning toast. Speaking of
toasts, prickly pear juice is also a favorite to use
in mimosas, especially at Slate Street Café.
Speaking with Matthew Wolfson, a manager at
Slate and the genius behind many of their
unique mimosa offerings, he told me that he
loves using prickly pear because “it’s got a
vibrant flavor that can come off on the sour
side. I like to mix it with bit of pomegranate to
give it a little depth.” 

In fact, Slate is known for their adventurous
runs at interesting dishes that rotate through
their specials. Wolfson also mentioned, “It does
very well as a reduction as well, using it as you
might a balsamic, thick and tart, perfect for a
sturdy kale or frisée salad. The pros of prickly
pear are that it’s versatile and beautifully
colored, but the cons are that it will need
sweetening.” 

According to the Mayo Clinic, it even has
some useful medicinal benefits. Not only is it
just a great, lightweight snack but it’s also high
in fiber, antioxidants and carotenoids. There is
even some evidence that it can decrease blood
sugar levels for those diagnosed with type 2
diabetes. It also has anti-inflammatory effects,
which means it could be useful after a night of
heavy drinking. 

Now it’s time to let your inner creative
culinary artist shine. Don’t be afraid to work
with and try new things in cooking, even if the
idea initially starts off feeling pretty foreign.
Progress in the world of food has never come
from people being afraid to take risks. So get out
there, grab some prickly pears and help start the
next big food revolution. Just remember to wear
gloves. Those needles seriously hurt. a
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“W
e were all impressed with your
Halston dress,” sang Billy Joel in his
1978 hit “Big Shot,” his catchy

takedown of a nouveau riche New York party
girl. It’s a lyric that conjures a clear image
some 40 years after it was penned. Few fashion
designers have had as strong a pop cultural
impact as American Roy Halston Frowick—
better known as the single-monikered
“Halston.” His sleek, ultra-glam evening wear
defined the discotheque era of the late
’70s/early ’80s just as surely as cocaine,
mirrorballs and Studio 54. Although they may
lag behind painters, sculptors and other visual
artists—all of whom have had countless
movies made about their dramatic lives—
fashion designers have been graced with their
fair share of feature films. There have been
biopics (Coco Before Chanel, Coco Chanel &

Igor Stravinsky, Yves Saint Laurent, Saint

Laurent) documentaries (Unzipped, McQueen,

Dior and I, Valentino: The Last Emperor,

Manolo: The Boy Who Made Shoes, Iris) and
the occasional fictional drama (Phantom

Thread, Zoolander maybe?).
It’s only natural, then, that the esteemed

Halston should get his shot at a hagiographic
documentary, which comes to us from French-
born filmmaker Frédéric Tcheng.
Unsurprisingly, Tcheng also worked on the
previously mentioned fashion designer
documentaries Dior and I and Valentino: The

REEL WORLD
BY DEVIN D. O’LEARY

Out With the Old
Currents New Media is a Santa Fe-based arts
festival that has been dazzling spectators and
pushing the boundaries of today’s media for 10
years. The annual festival concentrates mostly
on small-to-large-scale video exhibitions, while
branching off into interactive installations,
multimedia performances, VR and AR
environments, animation, experimental
documentaries—pretty much any alternative
way of telling stories in a visual/auditory form.
Currents New Media is a spin-off of Santa Fe’s
“year-round exhibition and experience space”
Parallel Studios. This year’s eye-boggling event
is scheduled for June 7 through 23 and will
include a rotating roster of exhibitions, pop-up
events, mobile projections, film screenings,
workshops and more. Chinese artists Miao Jing
and Jason Hou are the special guests for
opening night. From 7 to 10pm, the innovative
duo will perform a multimedia work “based on
the concept of future-primitivism.” All events
take place at El Museo Cultural in SF’s Railyard
Plaza (555 Camino de la Familia). Admission is
$5 for guests 21 years and over or free for 20
years and younger. You can also purchase an
unlimited Festival Pass, good for the entire run
of the event, for $10. For more information,
including a complete list of the month’s events,
go to currentsnewmedia.org

D-Day on Screen
In remembrance of the historic Allied invasion of
Normandy during World War II, the New Mexico
Museum of Natural History Foundation and the
Albuquerque Film & Music Experience have
scheduled a screening of director Steven
Spielberg’s 1988 Oscar winner Saving Private
Ryan. You can see the stirring World War II
drama this Thursday, June 6 (that’s D-Day,
don’t you know?), starting at 7pm at the
NMMNH’s Dynatheater (1801 Mountain Road
NW). Tickets are $10 general admission or
$7.50 for Museum Foundation members and
AFME sponsors.

On the Hunt
Are you a massive fan of bowhunting? From
what I gather, some people are. Ted Nugent sure
as heckfire is! If you’re right there, killin’ ’em and
grillin’ ’em with the Motor City Madman, you
might want to check out the Full Draw Film Tour
2019, hitting Albuquerque’s KiMo Theatre (423
Central Ave. NW). This nationwide tour of
outdoor documentary shorts boasts “the best
films in live hunting entertainment.” So whether
you’re into crossbows or compound bows or
some other form of bow with which I am
unacquainted, Full Draw Film Tour promises to
“truly inspire all who share the passion and
pursuit of bowhunting and outdoor films.” Doors
open at 6pm. The event starts at 7pm. Tickets
are $15 for adults or $8 for children ages 4 to
17. To reserve your seats, got to
kimotickets.com.

Jam On It
The classic cartoon/live-action mashup Space
Jam screens as part of the Summer Movie
Series at the South Valley Public Library this
Saturday, June 8, from 3 to 5pm. The PG-rated,
1996 film follows a bunch of Looney Tunes
characters (Bugs Bunny, Daffy Duck, The
Tasmanian Devil) and their pal, retired NBA
great Michael Jordan, as they’re kidnapped by
space aliens and forced to compete in an
intergalactic basketball game. Admission is free.
The South Valley Public Library is located at
3904 Isleta Blvd. SW. a

Last Emperor as well as the fashion editor
documentary Diana Vreeland: The Eye Has to
Travel. The fashion-conscious can rest assured
they’re in good hands.

The story of a poor, gay Iowa farm boy who
came to the big city of Chicago and ended up
designing the iconic pillbox hat that
Jacqueline Kennedy wore to her husband’s
presidential inauguration is a juicy one. And
Halston’s adventures in excess-filled ’70s New
York are appropriately gossip-worthy. Actress
Liza Minnelli, director Joel Schumacher,
model Pat Cleveland and fellow fashion icon
Naeem Khan are all there to dish the dirt.
Halston’s need to reinvent himself as the star
of an impossibly fabulous late-night fantasy
filled with movie stars, musicians and models
is both evident and understandable. 

There’s also more than enough drama in
Halston’s chaotic business life to fuel the
documentary’s narrative to its end. The
inevitable end of the disco era and the
ushering in of the AIDS crisis more or less put
a damper on Halston’s party life. A decision to
license his brand to JCPenny proved a
disastrous, late-in-the-game financial decision
(and that $3,000-a-day cocaine habit didn’t
help any).

With all this Sturm und Drang, you’d think
the director would have more than enough
material to last him the film’s run time. And
yet Tcheng makes the somewhat regrettable
decision to add in a faux film noir thread.
Fashion blogger Tavi Gevinson is cast as a
(fictional) secretary at the Halston archives
who sorts through the film’s various historical
records, photo archives and grainy VHS tapes
to learn the “truth” about the designer’s
downfall. She even narrates the film in the
manner of a Raymond Chandler detective.
The “truth” is Halston died in 1990 of Kaposi’s
Sarcoma, a cancer afflicting an estimated 35
percent of AIDS patients. Tcheng—perhaps
longing for the considerably more salacious
story of “American Crime Story: The
Assassination of Gianni Versace”—tries to
spin his story into a murder mystery. But
there’s really no mystery to it. And these
segments only end up distracting from what’s
already a compelling narrative.

Ironically, by trying to do too much—
something the minimalist Mr. Halston
certainly never strove for in his clean, modern
designs—Halston falls into the same trap as
virtually all documentary biopics. Is it a well-
produced flashback of the man’s life and
times? Undoubtedly. But does it provide us
any truly deep and unexpected connection to
his underlying character? Probably not. For
most of us, however, a brief glimpse inside the
dark and glittering interior of Studio 54 as a
star ducks in and the door swings shut is about
the best us plebeians behind the velvet rope
can hope for. a

Halston
Dazzling fashion industry documentary 

needs to take a step back and remove one accessory

Halston
Written and directed by Frédéric Tcheng

Starring Halston, Tavi Gevinson, Liza Minnelli

Opens Friday 6/7.

Halston, realizing his mannequin has suddenly come to life
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THE WEEK IN

SLOTH

“The Big Stage” (KWBQ-19 8pm)
Because you can never have
enough televised talent
competitions. Evidently.

SATURDAY 8

Adriana Trigiani’s Very Valentine
(Lifetime 6pm) Adriana Trigiani’s
shoe-based romance novel (the
first of a trilogy, you are warned)
centers on the life of Valentine
Roncalli (Kelen Coleman from “Big
Little Lies”), apprentice to and
granddaughter of master shoe
artisan Teodora Angelini
(Jacqueline Bisset). The Angelini
Shoe Company has made and sold
wedding shoes in Greenwich Village
since 1903. Now it’s up to
Valentine to bring her family’s
business into the 21st century and
save it from financial ruin. 

SUNDAY 9

“73rd Annual Tony Awards” (KRQE-13
7pm) The theatrically minded James
Corden hosts.

“Ripley’s Believe It Or Not” (Travel
7pm) Robert Ripley’s weird
fact/odd stunt-filled newspaper
strip gets its fifth TV iteration with
fan favorite actor Bruce Campbell
(Evil Dead, “The Adventures of
Brisco County Jr,.” Bubba Ho-Tep,
“Burn Notice”) hosting.

“Sugar and Toys” (Fuse 9pm) Fuse
gets its first adult animation with this
toon from “Black Dynamite” and “The
Boondocks” producers Carl Jones
and Brian Ash. Described as a “wild
new twist on the Saturday morning
cartoons,” the show is a mix of
animated and live-action shorts—

including mock toy commercials,
PSA spoofs, social commentary
and music video parodies.

MONDAY 10

“Kate Plus Date” (TLC 8:01pm)
Unlike Jon Gosselin, TLC isn’t
willing to give up on Kate
Gosselin. Following “Jon & Kate
Plus Eight,” “Kate Plus Eight” and
“Kate Plus Eight: Sextuplets Turn
10” (not to mention appearances
on “Say Yes to the Dress,”
“Dancing with the Stars,”
“Celebrity Wife Swap” and “The
Apprentice”), the TV mom gets yet
another show—this one centering
on her (shudder) dating life.

TUESDAY 11

“Press Your Luck” (KOAT-7
9:01pm) The 1983 to 1986
gameshow gets a revival with
with Elizabeth Banks (Wet Hot
American Summer, The 40-Year-
Old Virgin, The Hunger Games)
as host.

WEDNESDAY 12

“Card Sharks” (KOAT-7 8pm) ABC
goes basically all TV gameshows
for the summer, adding this
reboot of the 1979 to 1989
series. Joel McHale (sure, why
not?) hosts.

“Savage Builds” (Science 8pm)
Adam Savage from “Mythbusters”
kicks off his own extreme
engineering show by building a
working Iron Man suit.  a

THURSDAY 6

The Cold Blue (HBO 6pm) Famed
Hollywood director William Wyler
(Ben-Hur, The Best Years of Our Lives,
Mrs. Miniver, Roman Holiday, Funny
Girl) went to Europe in 1943 to shoot
a documentary titled The Memphis
Bell: A Story of a Flying Fortress. All
of Wyler’s raw (color) footage was
recently rediscovered and restored in
full 4K resolution. Modern-day
documentarian Erik Nelson (Dreams
with Sharp Teeth, A Gray State)
combines that with interviews talking
to the few remaining members of the
Eighth Air Force to create this
historical portrait of World War II,
described as “a meditation on youth,
war and trauma.”

FRIDAY 7

“Armistead Maupin’s Tales of the
City” (Netflix streaming anytime)
Laura Linney, Olympia Dukakis,
Barbara Garrick and Paul Gross
return in this sequel to the popular
PBS series based on the books by
Armistead Maupin. Twenty years after
leaving San Francisco to pursue her
career, Mary Ann (Linney) returns to
28 Barbary Lane and is reunited with
her daughter, ex-husband and
colorful neighbors.

Upfront Again
Networks announce (more) new shows

I
n last week’s “Idiot Box” we talked about all
the new fall shows the broadcast networks
announced during their “upfront

presentations” in New York, starting with ABC
and FOX. This week we wrap it up with NBC,
ABC and The CW.

NBC
“Bluff City Law” is your basic lawyer drama, this
one set in Memphis. At least star Jimmy Smits
(“L.A. Law”) knows his way around the genre.
“Council of Dads,” about a loving father of four
who is inspired by a health scare to call up
several “back up dads,” sounds appropriately
schmaltzy. “Lincoln” is a belated spin-off of
Jeffrey Deaver’s novel The Bone Collector.
Quadriplegic forensic genius Lincoln Rhyme
(Russell Hornsby) teams with a young NYPD
cop (Arielle Kebbel) to hunt down brilliant
killers. (Denzel Washington and Angelina Jolie
played these roles in the 1999 movie version.)
“Zoey’s Extraordinary Playlist” is a musical
comedy centering on a computer coder (Jane
Levy from “Suburgatory”) who “starts to hear
the innermost wants and desires of the people
around her through songs.” A young dad
(Adam Pally) finds his suddenly broke parents
(Fran Drescher, Steven Weber) moving in with
him and his family in “Indebted.” “The Kenan
Show” finds Kenan Thompson (“Kenan &
Kel”) playing a “dad” with “kids.” So
innovative! “Perfect Harmony” casts Bradley
Whitford (“The West Wing”) as a former
Princeton music professor who takes over a
ragtag church choir. “Sunnyside” slots in Kal
Penn (Harold & Kumar Go to White Castle) as
the youngest-ever New York City councilman,
who gets busted for public intoxication and
ends up living on his sister’s couch. Excluded
from the political arena, he finds himself hired
as a tutor by a “diverse group of hopefuls who
dream of becoming American citizens.” 

CBS
“All Rise” is, as you probably guessed, a courthouse
drama. It’s about a judge who is young, black and
female. Producers of “Evil” call it a “psychological
drama” about a female psychologist who joins a
priest-in-training and a carpenter (no symbolism
there) in investigating miracles, demonic possessions
and hauntings. Drama superproducer Dick Wolf
brings the “Law & Order” infinite spin-off treatment
to “FBI” with “FBI: Most Wanted.” “Tommy” stars
Edie Falco (“The Sopranos,” “Nurse Jackie”) as the
first female chief of police for Los Angeles. That
ought to double-feature nicely with “Blue Bloods.”
Comedy king Chuck Lorre (“Dharma & Greg,”
“Two and a Half Men,” “The Big Bang Theory”) is
the man behind “Bob Loves Abishola.” It’s a sitcom
about a middle-aged compression sock salesman who
falls for a Nigerian nurse while recovering from a
heart attack. “Carol’s Second Act” casts sitcom staple
Patricia Heaton (“Everybody Loves Raymond,” “The
Middle”) as a 50-year-old woman who gets divorced
and starts a new career as a medical intern. “The
Unicorn” is a single-camera comedy about a group of
friends who help a single dad (Walton Goggins,
“Justified”) get back in the dating pool after his wife
dies. “Broke” returns Pauley Perrette (“NCIS”) to
CBS’ primetime lineup as a single working-class
suburban mom whose estranged but fabulously
wealthy sister (Natasha Leggero) shows up on her
doorstep, suddenly broke and homeless.

The CW
The CW can’t go wrong with DC superheroes, so
here’s another: Three years after the disappearance
of Batman, “Batwoman” finds Kate Kane (Ruby
Rose, “Orange Is the New Black”) strapping on the
black Spandex to fight crime in Gotham City.
“Nancy Drew” (created in 1930!) also gets the
“CW” treatment as a soapy, sexy teen detective
series. “Katy Keene” is a spin-off of “Riverdale”—
this one following an aspiring fashion designer
(Lucy Hale, “Pretty Little Liars”) to NYC.  a
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Call to find out about our NEW vendor specials

Antiques, Collectibles, Furniture
Consignment & Much More

Mon - Sat 10:00am to 6:00pm
Sun 12:00pm to 5:00pm

4616 Central Ave. SE
ABQ, NM 87108

(505) 265-3161
ClassicCenturySquare.com

Classic
Century Square

Classic
Century Square

Classic
Century Square
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RETURNING

Akira (1988)
After 30 years, Katsuhiro Ôtomo’s sci-fi masterpiece
remains, arguably, the finest example of Japanese
anime ever made. Based on Ôtomo’s epic comic
book series of the same name, the animated film
takes us to Neo-Tokyo (in the far-flung year of 2019)
where violent motorcycle gangs clash with govern-
ment forces over a clandestine genetics experiment
gone horribly wrong. A visual stunner. In Japanese
with English subtitles. (Double-featured with The Ma-
trix.) 124 minutes. R. (Tuesday 6/11 at Guild Cin-
ema)

Despicable Me (2010)
Steve Carell gives good voice to this CGI toon about
a scheming supervillain plotting to steal the moon.
When a nerdy rival (Jason Segel) usurps some of his
villainous thunder, our main bad dude adopts a trio
of cute orphan girls as part of his evil plan. Of
course, the twist in the tale is he turns out to be a
fine father. The film is in danger of becoming termi-
nally cute, but it’s saved by some genuinely sweet
characterization, plenty of funny jokes and a bunch of
scene-stealing sidekicks who look like little yellow
jelly beans. Reviewed in v19 i27. 95 minutes. PG.
(Opens Tuesday 6/11 at Winrock Stadium 16 IMAX
& RPX)

The Goonies (1985)
The cult adventure comedy returns to the big screen
where it belongs. Join Mikey, Mouth, Data, Chunk and
the rest of the Goonies gang as they search for the
long-lost treasure of One-Eyed Willie underneath their
sleepy Pacific Northwest town. Sean Astin, Josh
Brolin, Corey Feldman and Martha Plimpton headline
the retro cast. It’s got pirates, buried treasure, a
hideously deformed John Matuszak and a theme
song from Cyndi Lauper. Honestly, what could be
more nostalgic? 114 minutes. PG. (Opens Sunday
6/9 at Icon Cinemas Albuquerque)

Hyenas (1992)
Considered by some as a comic masterpiece, this
pointedly satirical 1992 film from Senegal has just
been restored for re-release. Senegalese master Djib-

FILM | CAPSULES BY DEVIN D. O’LEARY

The Secret Life of Pets 2
Patton Oswalt replaces persona non grata Louis CK
as the voice of city-bred dog Max in this animated
family flick. For this go-around, Max and his fellow
apartment-dwelling pet pals (voiced by Kevin Hart,
Jenny Slate, Tiffany Haddish, Dana Carvey, Hannibal
Buress and Harrison Ford) are adjusting to daytime
life—interrupted now by a new, stay-at-home baby.
PG. (Opens Thursday 6/6 at Century 14 Downtown,
Century Rio, AMC Albuquerque 12, Flix Brewhouse,
Icon Cinemas Albuquerque, Rio Rancho Premiere
Cinema, Cottonwood Stadium 16, Winrock Stadium
16 IMAX & RPX)

The Souvenir
In the early ’80s, a young British film student (Honor
Swinton-Byrne, daughter to Tilda Swinton) gets tan-
gled in a toxic relationship with a complicated and
untrustworthy man (Tom Burke) working for the For-
eign Office. This beautifully heightened romantic
melodrama comes from British arthouse sensation
Joanna Hogg (Unrelated, Archipelago, Exhibition).
120 minutes. R. (Opens Friday 6/7 at Century 14
Downtown, High Ridge)

The Third Wife
In 19th century rural Vietnam, 14-year-old May
(Nguyen Phuong Tra My) becomes the third wife to a
wealthy landowner. She soon learns her status hinges
entirely on her ability to deliver a male child. Though
set in the past, this feminist (and occasionally erotic)
drama feels vividly modern. In Vietnamese with Eng-
lish subtitles. 96 minutes. R. (Opens Friday 6/7 at
Guild Cinema)

The Tomorrow Man
John Lithgow and Blythe Danner star in this cute old-
age romance about two small-town eccentrics who
find themselves drawn to one another. He’s a dooms-
day prepper stocking up for the “inevitable” end of
civilization. She’s got a secret “hobby” of her own. The
film tries to build itself on the thin mystery of who
and what these two lovebirds really are, meandering
through various conventional romantic subplots. But
it all dovetails surprisingly well in the end. 94 min-
utes. PG-13. (Opens Friday 6/7 at Century 14 Down-
town, High Ridge)

NEW

All Is True
Kenneth Branagh (Henry V, Hamlet, Much Ado About
Nothing) directs and stars (as The Bard himself) in
this speculative biopic about the final days of William
Shakespeare. Judi Dench and Ian McKellen are in
there too. As you might expect, this one’s a labor of
love. But this small-scale domestic drama—concern-
ing Will’s “retirement” following the destruction of his
beloved Globe Theater—doesn’t boast nearly the
crowd appeal of Shakespeare in Love. 101 minutes.
PG-13. (Opens Friday 6/7 at Century 14 Downtown,
High Ridge)

Bad Black
From the moviemaking juggernaut that is the
Wakaliga slum in Uganda’s capital city of Kampala
comes this lovingly impoverished tribute to American
action films. Director Isaac Godfrey Geoffrey Nab-
wana takes a $200 budget, some very willing ama-
teur stuntmen and his unbridled obsession with ’80s
VHS tapes and creates a nonstop, 68-minute mon-
tage of the silliest, most stunt-packed cinema your
10-year-old self can imagine. For this one (the direc-
tor’s 30th film, more or less), an orphaned girl (Nal-
wanga Gloria) kills off the local criminal kingpin,
takes over his gang and fights off an evil land devel-
oper. Meanwhile, a mild-mannered doctor (American
Alan Hofmanis) is trained in the ancient Ugandan art
of ass-kicking by a tiny kid named Wesley Snipes. In
the style of all Ugandan films, the entire thing is nar-
rated/explained/made fun of by “video joker” V.J.
Emmie. Just go with it. 68 minutes. Unrated. (Opens
Friday 6/7 at Guild Cinema)

Bharat
During the Partition of India in 1947, a father stays
behind in present-day Pakistan. His 6-year-old son
makes a vow that he will keep his family together no
matter what. Over the next 60 years, and through the
various ups and downs of India’s post-indepen-
dence, he tries to fulfill that vow. Thirty-year film vet
Salman Khan (Dabangg, Sultan, Ek Tha Tiger) stars.
Weirdly, this one’s based on the 2014 South Korean
melodrama Ode to My Father. In Hindi with English
subtitles. 166 minutes. Unrated. (Opens Wednesday
6/4 at Century 14 Downtown)

Dark Phoenix
For Marvel Comics’ latest X-Men outing, producers
draw on Chris Claremont/John Byrne’s justifiably fa-
mous 1977 to ‘76 “Dark Phoenix” storyline (which
got introduced and polished off in all of 10 minutes
in 2006’s X-Men: The Last Stand). After mutant min-
dreader Jean Grey develops some awesome teleke-
netic powers following a trip to outer space, it’s up to
her fellow X-Men to stop her from going power mad.
Though this version trims away a lot of the original
comic’s narrative as well, at least it gets the full-film
treatment and a fine cast (including Sophie Turner as
Phoenix, James McAvoy as Professor X and Michael
Fassbender as Magneto). 113 minutes. PG-13.
(Opens Thursday 6/6 at Century 14 Downtown, Cen-
tury Rio, AMC Albuquerque 12, Flix Brewhouse, Icon
Cinemas Albuquerque, Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema,
Cottonwood Stadium 16, Winrock Stadium 16 IMAX
& RPX)

Free Trip to Egypt
This gently joking feature-length documentary follows
Canadian-Egyptian entrepreneur Tarek Mounib’s
search for Islamophobic Americans and his (sincere)
offer to fly them to Egypt for free. The idea is to
change peoples minds and scale back their preju-
dices by actually allowing them to interact with a
“scary” foreign culture. There are plenty of feel-good
cross-cultural moments here, but it’s unlikely the
message will reach the sort of folks whose hearts
and minds really need changing. 98 minutes. Un-
rated. (Opens Wednesday 6/12 at Century Rio, Cot-
tonwood Stadium 16, Winrock Stadium 16 IMAX &
RPX)

Rifftrax Live: Star Raiders
The Rifftrax crew (Michael J. Nelson, Kevin Murphy,
Bill Corbett) add live audio commentary to this awful
2017 sci-fi flick featuring rockets, robots and rayguns
(and the anything-for-a-buck actor Casper Van Dien).
83 minutes. Unrated. (Opens Tuesday 6/11 at Cen-
tury Rio)

Dark Phoenix

ril Diop Mambéty (Touki-Bouki, The Little Girl Who
Sold the Sun) directs this bitterly comic take on
Swiss avant-garde writer Friedrich Dürrenmatt’s 1956
play The Visit. In it, a rich woman returns to her poor
desert hometown to propose a deal with the popu-
lace: Her fortune, in exchange for the death of the
kindly and popular middle-aged man who allegedly
impregnated and abandoned her as a teenager. In
Wolof, French and Japanese with English subtitles.
110 minutes. Unrated. (Opens Friday 6/7 at Guild
Cinema)

Jumanji (1995)
The late Robin Williams stars in this perfectly likable
family flick about two kids who play a magical, jun-
gle-themed board game and release a man who has
been trapped for decades. Lotsa special effects. 104
minutes. PG. (Opens Wednesday 6/12 at Flix Brew-
house)

Mannequin (1987)
As fluffy and inconsequential as romantic comedies
get, this 1987 fantasy is nonetheless a serious guilty
pleasure for its fans. Andrew McCarthy stars as an
aspiring artist who gets a job as a window dresser at
a big department store. There, he falls in love with a
comely fiberglass mannequin—who conveniently
comes to life in the form of a sexy, young Kim Cat-
trall. (It’s got something to do with an ancient Egypt-
ian princess. Don’t worry about the details.) Starship
sings the theme song. 90 minutes. PG. (Opens Sun-
day 6/8 at Guild Cinema)

The Matrix (1999)
Yup. The 1999 movie with Keanu Reeves doing com-
puterized kung fu inside a computer. This 20th an-
niversary re-release is as good an excuse as any to
dig that old wet-look leather trenchcoat out of the
bottom of your closet. (Double-featured with Akira.)
136 minutes. R. (Opens Tuesday 6/8 at Guild Cin-
ema)

The Occupation of the American Mind

(2016)
Progressive Democrats of America/Central New Mex-
ico Chapter presents this free documentary screen-
ing. The film compares and contrasts the growing
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awful like a serial killer in his previous life? Feel free
to contemplate that as you watch. 108 minutes. PG.
(Century 14 Downtown, Century Rio)

Godzilla: King of Monsters
This follow-up to 2014’s American Godzilla flick
finds the Earth on the edge of apocalypse thanks to
a wave of giant monsters (Mothra, Rodan, King Ghi-
dorah) attacking cities around the world. Can the
high-tech, cryptozoological agency Monarch fight off
the invasion by recruiting the “King of Monsters”
himself, Godzilla? The human cast includes Millie
Bobby Brown, Kyle Chandler, Vera Farmiga, Ken
Watanabe, Bradley Whitford, Ziyi Zhang and Sally
Hawkins—not all of whom are gonna make it outta
this thing alive. There are tons of plot holes, lots of
shaky character motivation and the script asks us to
swallow roughly 1,000 impossible things at once—
and yet the whole thing is so explosively action-
packed, you’d be hard-pressed to notice. 131
minutes. PG-13. (Century 14 Downtown, Century
Rio, Icon Cinemas Albuquerque, Rio Rancho Pre-
miere Cinema, Flix Brewhouse, AMC Albuquerque
12)

The Hustle
Hollywood, having run out of new ideas at least a
decade ago, continues its newest trend: gender-
swapped reboots (see for reference: Ghostbusters,
Ocean’s Eight). Anne Hathaway and Rebel Wilson
take over for Michael Caine and Steve Martin in this
remake of 1988’s Dirty Rotten Scoundrels (which,
we’re forced to admit, is itself a remake of 1964’s
Bedtime Story with David Niven and Marlon
Brando). Hathaway and Wilson play a couple of con
artists who meet up in the Mediterranean to fight
over some rich, dumb men. 94 minutes. PG-13.
(Century Rio)

John Wick Chapter 3: Parabellum
The first John Wick film was a down-and-dirty, hard-
boiled-to-the-bone revenge drama that added signif-
icant adrenaline to star Keanu Reeves’ comeback
career. The second film abandoned all of that for
some completely batcrap crazy action. And it was

global opposition to Israel’s violent 50-year occupa-
tion of Palestine and the United States’ continuing
sympathy for and support of Israel. According to the
makers of this documentary, it boils down to a ex-
pensive and devastatingly effective public relations
war. Max Blumenthal, Noam Chomsky and Rula Je-
breal are among the politicians, journalists and
thinkers interviewed. 82 minutes. Unrated. (Opens
Saturday 6/8 at Guild Cinema)

STILL PLAYING

Aladdin
Disney continues to crank out live-action remakes of
its classic animated features. Here, 1992’s fantasy
musical finds Will Smith replacing Robin Williams as
the wacky genie who makes life better/crazier for a
kindhearted street urchin (Mena Massoud) in love
with a princess (Naomi Scott). Weirdly enough, Guy
Ritchie (Lock, Stock and Two Smoking Barrels;
Snatch; RocknRolla; Sherlock Holmes) directs. 128
minutes. PG. (Century 14 Downtown, Century Rio,
Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema, AMC Albuquerque 12,
Flix Brewhouse, Icon Cinemas Albuquerque)

Avengers: Endgame
It all comes down to this. After introducing dozens of
heroic characters over the past 10 years, and setting
up the tragic circumstances of Avengers: Infinity
War, the surviving Avengers (Captain America, Black
Widow, Thor, Hawkeye, Iron Man, The Hulk) team up
with the newly returned Captain Marvel (Brie Larson)
to make one last stand against death-loving alien
threat Thanos (Josh Brolin). Basically everyone who’s
ever been in a Marvel movie is part of this space-
and-time-spanning epic. 181 minutes. PG-13. (Cen-
tury Rio, Century 14 Downtown, Icon Cinemas
Albuquerque, AMC Albuquerque 12, Rio Rancho Pre-
miere Cinema)

The Biggest Little Farm
Documentarian John Chester (Lost in Woonsocket,
Rock Prophecies) points the camera at himself and
his wife, Molly, as they work to develop a sustainable
farm on 200 acres just outside Los Angeles. This in-
spirational doc about reducing our carbon footprint
and getting back to the origins of the food we eat
deserves a great deal of credit for leading by exam-
ple. 91 minutes. PG. (Century Rio)

Booksmart
On the eve of their high school graduation, two aca-
demic overachievers (Kaitlyn Dever from “Last Man
Standing” and Beanie Feldstein from Lady Bird) re-
alize they should have worked less and partied
more. Determined not to miss out, the gals set out
to cram four years’ worth of teenage shenanigans
into one raunchy, drunken night. Actress Olivia Wilde
(“House,” TRON: Legacy) turns director to helm this
equal opportunity teen sex comedy—which is actu-
ally more interested in sincere friendship than the
shenanigans part. 102 minutes. R. (Century 14
Downtown, Century Rio, Rio Rancho Premiere Cin-
ema)

Brightburn
A human-looking alien baby crash-lands on Earth
and is adopted by an upstanding rural couple. As he
grows up, he starts to develop godlike superpowers.
Naturally, he puts on a cape and … proceeds to
slaughter the puny humans around him. This imagi-
native, horror movie twist on the Superman myth
comes from a script by Brian and Mark Gunn,
brother and cousin to Guardians of the Galaxy direc-
tor James Gunn (who serves as producer here). 91
minutes. R. (Century Rio)

A Dog’s Journey
From the makers of A Dog’s Purpose comes more of
the same shameless emotional manipulation. Based
on the books by W. Bruce Cameron, the story follows
a devoted dog who repeatedly dies or is killed, only
to be reincarnated as yet another dog (who will also
soon meet a premature end). Are you squirting tears
yet? What are you waiting for? Josh Gad provides
the voice of our dog hero, who appears to be stuck
for all eternity in some sort of Buddhist purgatory,
unable to escape the wheel of karmic rebirth and
achieve Nirvana. Is it because he was something
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supernatural realm of the infamous Hispanic spook,
La Llorona. 93 minutes. R. (Century Rio, Rio Rancho
Premiere Cinema, Movies 8, Movies West)

How to Train Your Dragon: The Hidden
World
The coming-of-age-but-with-dragons trilogy rounds
out here with this emotional, exciting segment intro-
ducing a new dragon (a sparkling white female to
counterpoint our hero’s ebony pet/pal Toothless)
and a new villain (evil F. Murray Abraham, who’s de-
termined to exterminate every last dragon). 104
minutes. PG. (Movies 8)

Little
What’s the opposite of the smash hit Big, a
bodyswap comedy about a young white boy who
magically wakes up in the body of a grown up? Ob-
viously, a bodyswap comedy about a grown-up black
woman who magically wakes up in the body of a
young girl. Regina Hall (Girls Trip) and Issa Rae (“Or-
ange Is the New Black”) star. 109 minutes. PG-13.
(Movies 8, Movies West)

Penguins
Aimed at the younger environmentalists out there,
this Disneynature documentary tells the “story” of
Steve, an Adélie penguin who’s on a quest to find a
life partner and start a family in the icy Antarctic. Ed
Helms (The Hangover, “The Office”) narrates. 76
minutes. G. (Movies 8, Movies West)

Pet Sematary
Jason Clarke (Terminator Genisys) and Amy Seimetz
(Alien: Covenant) are the grieving parents who turn
to a mysterious, mystical burial ground when their
daughter is accidentally killed in this remake of the
1989 Stephen King chiller. 101 minutes. R. (Movies
8)

Peter Rabbit
If there’s one thing Beatrix Potter’s beloved children’s
books are known for it’s nonstop, Home Alone-style
slapstick violence. Or at least that’s what the makers
of this live-action/CGI adaptation seem to think. 93
minutes. PG. (Movies 8, Movies West)

Poms
group of older ladies get their groove back after they
form a cheerleading squad at their retirement com-
munity. Diane Keaton, Jacki Weaver, Pam Grier and
Rhea Perlman are among the “you go granny” cast of
this film. 91 minutes. PG-13. (Movies 8, Movies
West)

Shazam!
In this heartfelt, entertaining DC Comics adaptation,
a streetwise 14-year-old orphan (wide-eyed Asher
Angel from Disney’s “Andi Mack”) is contacted by an
otherworldly wizard who gifts him with a host of
magical superpowers (not to mention the ability to
transform into a musclebound adult—played by
Zachary Levi). With the help of his adoptive family,
our “hero” does his best to figure out his abilities
(not to mention the meaning of heroism). 132 min-
utes. PG-13. (Movies 8, Movies West)

UglyDolls
The quirky stuffed toys have finally been transformed
into a CGI kids’ movie. Kelly Clarkson, Nick Jonas,
Janelle Monáe, Pitbull, Blake Shelton, Gabriel Igle-
sias, Bebe Rexha and Charli XCX provide the voices.
There’s a message about … oh, you know, being true
to yourself or standing out from the crowd or some-
thing. 91 minutes. PG. (Movies 8, Movies West)

Us
Writer-director Jordan Peele follows up to his 2017
horror smash Get Out with this unbelievably creepy
home invasion thriller about a happy middle-class
family (Lupita Nyong’o, Winston Duke and kids) that
finds itself terrorized by a group of strangers who ap-
pear to be their exact physical duplicates. 116 min-
utes. R. (Movies West)

Wonder Park
In this 3D-animated cartoon, a wildly imaginative
young girl who dreams up a magical amusement
park in her bedroom—only to discover that it exists
out in the nearby woods and is staffed by various
talking animals. 85 minutes. PG. (Movies 8, Movies
West)

equally awesome. The third film in the trilogy, which
finds our unstoppable hitman John Wick on the run
with a $14 million dollar bounty on his head, follows
the trend of over-the-top-and-back-again action.
Halle Berry, Anjelica Huston, Ian McShane, Laurence
Fishburne and Mark Dacascos are among the gun-
slinging guest stars. 130 minutes. R. (Century 14
Downtown, Century Rio, Flix Brewhouse, Icon Cine-
mas Albuquerque, Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema)

Ma
Fresh off back-to-back Oscar nominations (for Hid-
den Figures and The Shape of Water), Octavia
Spencer heads straight into exploitation/horror with
this suburban slasher. Spencer plays a lonely
woman who befriends a group of teenagers looking
for someone to buy them beer. She willingly helps
out, even providing her house as party central. Even-
tually, however, the friendly host’s obsession grows to
dangerous proportions. 99 minutes. R. (Century 14
Downtown, Century Rio, AMC Albuquerque 12, Icon
Cinemas Albuquerque, Rio Rancho Premiere Cin-
ema, Flix Brewhouse)

Pokémon Detective Pikachu
For some strange reason, producers have opted to
go with this “off canon” offshoot of the Pokémon
trading card/video game universe for the franchise’s
first live-action film. Justice Smith (Paper Towns)
stars as Tim Goodman, a surly teenager who lives in
a world where people collect tiny monsters to do
battle in glory-filled gladiatorial contests. Tim es-
chews the Pokémon lifestyle, however, after his big
city detective dad is killed in the line of duty. While
investigating dad’s murder, our protagonist crosses
paths with a talking Pokémon (voiced in PG-13
Deadpool mode by Ryan Reynolds) who fancies
himself a crime-solver. Together the mismatched
partners go to work solving the mystery. The produc-
tion design (employing loads of CGI) is immersive
and the acting is unexpectedly emotional, but the
story feels like a predictable, Who Framed Roger
Rabbit knock-off. 104 minutes. PG. (Century Rio, Rio
Rancho Premiere Cinema, AMC Albuquerque 12)

Rocketman
This movie about the life and times of British rock
star Elton John follows, more or less, the Bohemian
Rhapsody battle plan—giving viewers a tune-filled
flashback biopic built around an iconic musical per-
formance (in this case, John’s career-defining 1975
concert at LA’s Dodger Stadium). The film estab-
lishes its own style, however, by turning John’s flam-
boyant stage costumes and outsized persona into a
flashy, fantastical journey through rock history. Taron
Egerton (Kingsman: The Secret Service) does ener-
getic work as the piano pounder at the center of it
all. 121 minutes. R. (Century 14 Downtown, Century
Rio, AMC Albuquerque 12, Icon Cinemas Albu-
querque, Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema, Flix Brew-
house)

SECOND RUN

Breakthrough
Trapped underwater for more than 15 minutes and
rushed to a local hospital, a 14-year-old Missouri
boy is given a slim chance of survival by doctors. But
mom and dad stay by his bedside praying for a mir-
acle. This religious drama is based on the best-sell-
ing Christian book The Impossible: The Miraculous
Story of a Mother’s Faith and Her Child’s Resurrec-
tion. So, spoiler alert: He doesn’t die. 116 minutes.
PG. (Movies 8, Movies West)

Captain Marvel
It’s the ’90s and a young(er) Nick Fury (Samuel L.
Jackson) encounters one of the universe’s most
powerful beings, an alien soldier caught in a war
with a shape-shifting race known as the Kree. But is
Captain Marvel (Brie Larson from Room) really an
alien, or do her roots lie far closer to Earth? 124
minutes. PG-13. (Movies 8, Movies West)

The Curse of La Llorona
a well-meaning social worker (Linda Cardellini from
“Freaks and Geeks”) ignores the warnings of a trou-
bled mother suspected of child endangerment and
finds herself and her own kids drawn into the eerie
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SONIC REDUCER
BY AUGUST MARCH

Eremitic
Far from Perfect
(HRSUnderground)

Reflective of current trends in
pop music production—from
hinted-at autotune
throughout to slow, reflective
confessional jams—this
record represents how pop
has been profoundly changed

over the past decade by influences from hip-
hop’s trap movement, but also from more distant
sources, including K-pop and the incessant
posturing of certain super-popular celebrity
rappers. The tuneage on this premiere outing
from HRSUnderground has plenty of peaks but
seems to reside in a valley of self-proclaimed
sadness. Such themes—emotional isolationism
among them—are abundantly explored as each
track progresses. Each song floats like driftwood
upon a seemingly deep and impenetrable ocean,
living gloriously on the surface before
submerging in anticipation of the next set of
ruminations and percussive bells signals some
sort of quiet redemption. Favorite track: The
elusive fragility of “Faraway” would be even
more plaintive if not for that aforementioned
(and deadly to OG ears) autotune.

Mike Woodlark
Mackland Ave
(Elephonic Recording Studios)

Cunningly composed with
many layers of meaning
residing in its instrumental
arrangements—each of
which tells a story via tone
and timbre and drifting, yet
purposeful melodies—this
work from local composer

Mike Woodlark was tagged as easy listening and
new age but is neither really. Instead, it comes
off as an introspective, informed collection of
subtly romantic piano pieces wrought from the
still air and memories of a place where only the
name of the location and the odd old bird’s nest
remains. Some of the tunes here tumble and
twist, though with a delicacy that suggests
wistfulness and epiphany. The tone of the work
is one of relaxation but also of mindfulness and
reflection. Tunes such as “Home Cooked Dinner”
bring this point to bear effortlessly, like a fine
dancer striding the stage in search of the
completion a pas de deux will bring.

You I Am
Runaway
(Warm Up Records)

A collection of hip-hop
featuring local artists such as
Umar Malik, Chloë Nixon and
Hakim Bellamy, this work
comes straight outta
Elephonic Recording Studios
with the clear intention of

burying itself deep within your chest, where it
can show your heart how to beat properly and
forever. The soulful opening track, “Runaway
(feat. Chloë Nixon)” is just like that. And track
three, “Glorious,” is just plain glorious, calling on
listeners to keep the show going, while the
subsequent very groovy track “Gone” seems to
speak to the occasions when the forward
momentum just doesn’t happen the way anyone
foresees. Introspectively edgy with flows that
shatter illusions and glorify poetic reality, this
work is a summer must have. Listen now and cry
later, but be prepared to rise all of the time. a
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Russell James Rocks
Influential punk folkster is headed to Oregon

home in Lancaster, and I came here for a visit
in 2005 and felt at home immediately. By June
of the next year, I was out here in
Albuquerque, with a goal of playing music.
The kind of music I wanted to play at the time
wasn’t really in vogue. I really couldn’t get
anyone to play with me.

What kind of music was that?

Well, it was a punky bluegrass kind of thing. If
you listen to the first Porter Draw album, that’s
what it was. Back then it was just Josh
Gingerich and Ben Wood and Vince played
bass for a brief period of time. We were just
this ultimate type of punk rock bluegrass band.
We could care less about finesse than we did
about attitude. That’s the way it was. The
Porter Draw really grew from that [first album],
very quickly beyond that punk rock sensibility.
I moved out here with exactly that in mind. 

Within a year or two, The Porter Draw

became one of most popular bands in town.

I was floored because Weekly Alibi printed up a
notice about a show we were going to do at
Winning Coffee in August of that year. Then
we played an art gallery opening at the old
Blackbird Buvette in December. In January,
Blackbird offered us a whole night; that was
our first real gig. Alibi had caught wind of us
because of our little Blackbird show, and they
just did a little blurb. But there was a line out
the door to see the band at that first show.
That show really caught the zeitgeist of what
was happening in the bluegrass and
Americana movement at the time, which was
this aggressive form. The Avett Brothers were
really big then. This Bike Is a Pipe Bomb was
also a big influence on me back in those
formative years.

Did you come into this new type of

Americana from a traditional bluegrass or

folk background?

I come from a hardcore and punk rock
background. I was writing acoustic music, but
that the scene I emerged from growing up. It
was all punk rock in Richmond, Va. and
Lancaster, Penn. Hardcore music. You know,
that and dream pop—ironically the other
side, dream pop and ambient music,
shoegaze—were what I was brought up on. I
never listened to country music growing up. I
never listened to bluegrass. I came out here
and started a bluegrass band with Josh and
Ben. It became something bigger than any of
us thought it would be. We grew in talent,
and we grew in our songwriting abilities,
together. Our sound matured. Adding Joe Bolt
and Dandee Fleming really solidified the
project. For almost 10 years of our life, that
was like the biggest thing.

What years are you referring to here?

I’m talking about the period between 2007
through 2016.

What happened to change that situation?

I left. In 2016, my autism became apparent. It
was affecting my life a lot more and I could
not make it to gigs. I couldn’t make it to
practice. That’s when I started a lot of social
isolation. And so it ended up coming to a
point where I felt it was better for my health
and better for the band if I moved on. I had
just recorded my first solo record. I was kinda
like, “Well, this seems like a pretty good
moment to do that.”

So, now, in retrospect, was that a good move?

Yeah, it was. It was the right thing to do. I’ve
never thought otherwise.

How was your first album

received? What is that work about?

Rise was received well. I didn’t put
much publicity behind that record,
really. I didn’t work that angle. I just
wanted to get something out there in
the world that was independently
mine. It’s a good record. I just got a
new batch of CDs and I listened to
Rise. I hadn’t listened to it in a long
while. I think that, when you listen to
that record, you see the progression of
the songwriter that I was in The Porter
Draw toward the songwriter I became
as Russell James. You see the
atmospheric change in songs like
“Walk On” and “Well Met.”

What happened next?

I immediately released another
recording, an EP called Seasons.
That one was really well received.

Yeah, that record really took off

and resulted in media notice and a

lot of well-attended gigs.

I had been the artist in residence at Big
Bend [National Park] and things were looking
really nice. That album took me all over the
country. I started touring all over the place.

How did those on-the-road experiences

affect your mojo, your vision?

It was fucking hard. It was completely fucking
hard. And you know that experience is a big
deal to me because this is the first time I’ve
made eye contact with you. [Laughs]

Wow. That’s cool, man.

Touring across the country has been a blessing

and a curse. I haven’t made a damn bit of

money but I’ve gotten to play in front of

crowds all over the place. I’ve had really

amazing shows in places like New York City

and LA, you know. I’ve gotten to see the

BY AUGUST MARCH

I
f you had a time machine and could go back
to the Burque that existed just eight years
ago, you’d be in for one heck of a surprise.

For one thing, you might just witness the
ascent of Americana music, beginning to crest
like a twangy and toothsome wave at long-
gone juke joints like the Blackbird Buvette.

While there, for instance, you might get to
hear the original incarnation of a band called
The Porter Draw. Featuring members of the
storied Albuquerque rock unit Lousy Robot,
the first iteration of The Porter Draw had an
intense Rolling Thunder Revue vibe about
them, practically rocking it close to the heart
while maintaining a punk attitude and
subsequent sound flava that drew audiences
like crazy to the little bar near the corner of
Fifth and Central Avenue.

They also had a guy named Russell James
leading the charge.

Possessed of a quick wit, intense energy
and songwriting style that always defied the
normative and grew exponentially while he
was with the band, James gave the band a
darkened soul as well as fabulously flight-
ready wings.

It was only a matter of time before they
all parted ways. The Porter Draw went on—
continuing to find success in various
forms—as one of Burque’s best Americana
outfits. James, meanwhile, began to explore
himself, the music he made, even his whole
reason for being.

The result was music that was tremulously
transparent, lucid yet infinitely dreamlike
while maintaining the flair for baddassery that
set this folk musician apart from the crowd.

James’ work as a solo artist was always a
daring venture, but as he proceeded through
the process, his work became richer, more
experimental and infinitely more personal as
he reached out to the world through extensive
touring and recording sessions.

Now it’s 2019 and there’s no need to go
back in time to understand the future. The
future is here. James, above all, seems to sense
that fact.

And through that epiphany, the artist has
made a decision. James and his wife will soon
be leaving Burque behind. A new life and
expanded career—as well as access to the adult
autism programs he needs to thrive—await
them in Corvallis, Ore.

James stopped by Weekly Alibi HQ midweek
to update our readers about his plans, to say
goodbye to Burque. But mostly this meeting
served as a reckoning. It marks a passage into a
new place of brightness and hope for one of
our town’s most accomplished players.

Weekly Alibi: Russell, for readers who

may not be familiar with your work, could

you please tell us some of your story?

Russell James: I came to Albuquerque in 2006
from Lancaster, Penn., where I was born and
raised. I came here because I had never felt at

ALL PHOTOS BY COREY YAZZIE 

Russell James

Music  continues on page 34 
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world. In my opinion, looking back on the past

three years, the takeaway is that I got to see

the country in a way that had been limited

before because of the disability side of my

autism. I’ve pushed through that in order to

drive around this country and live out of my

Honda Element. This gave me the opportunity

to see things that I don’t think I would ever

have seen otherwise.

Is that something you’re still exploring?

At this point now, I’m tired. It’s hurt me,

beaten me up quite a bit. I’ve been settled

here for a long time.

But now you’re moving to Oregon, que no?

The thing about the move to Oregon is this:
There are no services for adults, for autistic
adults, in the whole state of New Mexico. And
I’m at the point in my life—my wife and I are
at the point in our lives—where we really need
some assistance with my treatment.

I know that lack of services was an

unfortunate and unfair political outcome

of the Martinez administration and we’ve

made a point of saying so in the paper.

We’re hoping that will to change with our

present Democratic administration.

I hope so. Here’s the thing about autism:
According to the system of treatment that’s
common in this country, it’s like autism
doesn’t exist after the age of 18. You age out
of the system and then there aren’t any type
of services or treatment available. But we
have found a lot of services up in Oregon.
We’re going to be moving to Corvallis. We’ve
gotten to a point where—and who knows if
the touring has exacerbated this—it’s like we

need some help with symptom management. I
have no trouble with you writing about that.

It’s all good. I understand.

I think it’s important because people don’t
understand autism.

Is understanding autism important to

understanding your music?

No, I think you can listen to my music and
not give a damn about my mental health.

But does it affect your work?

Oh yeah. I mean this whole new album, it’s
an autobiography. I’ve been through so much
trauma, and I’ve had a really hard life. It
explores the themes of autism and how that
diagnosis makes things difficult for me. So the
move to Oregon is for health purposes. It’s
the same reason I left The Porter Draw.

So is this another step towards fulfilling

your artistic mission?

Yeah. I mean, you’re never going to be able to
pin me down as this or that sort of artist. I’m
not a genre artist. I think one can see a
common thread in all my work, like on my
second album, Weave Water, which is much
more synth-based, with much more effects-
laden guitars and walls of sound. The one
that’s coming out, Pay Attention, is a fucking
synth-folk album. There’s only one track with
live drums. There’s a song without any guitar
on it. That’s really crazy! That’s where I
found myself musically, though. I really
wanted to write that record. I wanted to use
my dream-pop influences to explore a
particular kind of darkness. It’s really dark,
but it doesn’t sound dark. It’s kind of like
bluegrass in that sense. You know how
bluegrass sounds happy?

But those tunes can be all about death

and murder, yeah.

Yeah, awful stuff. My life has unfolded in such
a way that I think the authentic human
experience is dark.

I’d have to agree, Russell. But I also

believe what Wayne Coyne told me, which

is that, in that brutal kind of existence,

you have to make your own beauty.

Or at least recognize them. You’ve got to be
mindful to recognize beauty.

Doesn’t that give you a sense of triumph?

You’ve done what some have only

dreamt of doing.

Oh yeah! It’s insane that I’ve been able to do
this. I feel privileged, like I’ve been able to
move forward with this life, and I’ve been
able to say, “You know what, I wanna play my
guitar so fucking bad that this storm in my
brain is not going to stop me. That idea
would not have presented itself in my life had
I not moved to New Mexico and discovered
myself here in Albuquerque. There’s
something about how big the sky is here.
How accommodating the space is. That has
done something to the way I see things; it
broadened me. That opening of my mind
allowed me to shed the mask I’d been wearing
for so long before I got here. a

Music continued from page 33
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BAKED GOODS | CANNABIS NEWS BY JOSHUA LEE

The Future Is CBD
Federal agencies make way

treatment, or prevention of any disease.
Consumers should beware purchasing and
using any such products.”

Social Smoking In Colo.
Meanwhile, in Colorado—where the

legal debate over cannabis is a
decade ahead of ours—the
governor just signed a law allowing

businesses to apply for the
public consumption of
marijuana.

Buying cannabis in
Colorado is easy, but finding a
place to legally consume it is
tough. Most (I’m assuming

all) hotels ban its use, and
smoking or vaping in
public is illegal. But The

Denver Post reports that
starting in 2020,

marijuana customers
in Colorado will
be allowed to
consume
cannabis in
“tasting rooms”

and, thanks to
another law signed by

the governor, will also be
able to have it delivered
to their homes. Cities
can still opt out of the

laws if they choose to do so.
What must they think of us? We

tried to implement state-run recreational pot
shops. I’m so embarrassed. 

Strain Corner
This week I stopped by PurLife (3821
Menaul NE, Ste. F) for a spot of Secret

Formula #2 (THC: 28%, CBD: <0.5%—
$13/gram). I was hungry for it the second I
sniffed the jar. It smelled tart and burned at
the back of my sinuses. The budtender told
me it was a hybrid of White Fire and Do-Si-

Dos.
I trucked it back home, where I packed a

bowl into my new spacey, neon-pink bong
and prepared for blastoff. It tasted liked fresh
lawn clippings and the searing smoke
burrowed deep into my lungs. It was a
violent time, full of wheezing, hacking and
tear-blurred cartoons. I forced my way
through three or four hits and tried to stand
up mid-cough. My eyes swam and I laid down
on the floor. “I got got,” I hissed at my wife.
Her head was cocked, one eyebrow raised.
The top half of her body was hanging out of
the kitchen. “Mm,” she said and disappeared
around the corner again.

I made carpet angels and noted a creeping
feeling up the back of my spine. I was
breathing deeply while thrilling shivers ran
up and down my extremities. “I think I’m
being enlightened!” I shouted toward the
kitchen. “Yep,” she said.

I was definitely riding out a euphoric
wave that seemed to set this hybrid squarely
on the sativa side, but over time, a powerful
buzzing body high became more noticeable.
It was very relaxing and pleasant—a great
foil for depression—but probably not the best
choice for the uninitiated. a

G
od blast it if the world didn’t flip a
switch while you were napping. It feels
like an episode of “The Twilight Zone”

everywhere you go these days. Case in
point: The Department of Energy just
started calling natural gas “freedom
gas” in its press releases (it calls
carbon dioxide “molecules of
US freedom”), and the
Transportation Security
Administration said it’s
alright to fly with CBD
products. Cue: “Yakety
Sax.”

Last week, NBC News

reported that the TSA had
“quietly changed its
cannabis policy” to allow
passengers to bring CBD
products on flights “as long
as it is produced within
the regulations defined
by the law.” Since
the 2018 Farm Bill
legalized hemp, then
the previous TSA
rule—which didn’t allow
cannabis-derived products
of any sort in checked or
carry-on bags—was
contradicting federal law.

CBD products containing
more than 0.3 percent THC are
still banned, and the TSA said it would
refer individual cases where a substance’s
legal status is questionable to local law
enforcement. A spokesperson said the agency
would not be conducting substance tests. 

In a statement to NBC News, the TSA
said it made the changes once it was clear
that the rules conflicted with families’ ability
to travel while possessing the US Food and
Drug Administration-approved
pharmaceutical Epidiolex, which contains
CBD oil. The drug was approved last
summer.

This is pretty big news, as the legal status
of CBD products—hemp-derived or not—
has been weird as all get out. Even after the
Farm Bill was approved, the FDA was quick
to point out that CBD-infused consumables
were still banned, since the aforementioned
drug Epidiolex’s active ingredient is CBD. It
said until further testing was done and over-
the-counter regulations were discussed, the
CBD industry would have to stick to topical
ointments.

Last week the FDA held a hearing to talk
about the future of the drug and figure out
how to get regulations in place. In April, the
agency sent threatening letters out to
companies making health claims about CBD
products. In a press release, it said it tested
some of these products and found they had
differing levels of CBD than what the
packages claimed. Three companies received
the warning letters: Advanced Spine and
Pain LLC (owns the Relievus brand), Nutra
Pure LLC (owns the CBD Pure brand) and
PotNetwork Holdings Inc. (owns the
Diamond CBD brand).

According to the FDA: “It is important to
note that these products are not approved by
the FDA for the diagnosis, cure, mitigation,
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ARIES (March 21-April 19): “I don’t think we were ever
meant to hear the same song sung exactly the same
way more than once in a lifetime,” says poet Linh Dinh.
That’s an extreme statement that I can’t agree with.
But I understand what he’s driving at. Repeating
yourself can be debilitating, even deadening. That
includes trying to draw inspiration from the same old
sources that have worked for you in the past. In
accordance with current astrological omens, I suggest
you try to minimize exact repetition in the next two
weeks: both in what you express and what you absorb.
For further motivation, here’s William S. Burroughs:
“Truth may appear only once; it may not be
repeatable.”

TAURUS (April 20-May 20): Peter Benchley wrote
the bestselling book Jaws, which was later turned into
a popular movie. It’s the story of a great white shark
that stalks and kills people in a small beach town.
Later in his life, the Taurus author was sorry for its
influence, which helped legitimize human predation on
sharks and led to steep drops in shark populations. To
atone, Benchley became an aggressive advocate for
shark conservation. If there’s any behavior in your own
past that you regret, Taurus, the coming weeks will be
a good time to follow Benchley’s lead: correct for your
mistakes; make up for your ignorance; do good deeds
to balance a time when you acted unconsciously.

GEMINI (May 21-June 20): Some birds can fly for days
without coming down to Earth. Alpine swifts are the
current record-holders, staying aloft for 200
consecutive days as they chase and feed on insects
over West Africa. I propose we make the swift your
soul ally for the next three weeks. May it help inspire
you to take maximum advantage of the opportunities
life will be offering you. You will have extraordinary
power to soar over the maddening crowd, gaze at the
big picture of your life, and enjoy exceptional amounts
of freedom.

CANCER (June 21-July 22): “I think gentleness is one
of the most disarmingly and captivatingly attractive

qualities there are,” writes poet Nayyirah Waheed.
That will be emphatically true about you in the coming
weeks, Cancerian. Your poised, deeply felt gentleness
will accord you as much power as other people might
draw from ferocity and grandeur. Your gentleness will
enable you to crumble obstacles and slip past barriers.
It will energize you to capitalize on and dissipate
chaos. It will win you leverage that you’ll be able to use
for months.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Is the Loch Ness monster real?
Is there a giant sea serpent that inhabits the waters of
Loch Ness in Scotland? Tantalizing hints arise now and
then, but no definitive evidence has ever emerged. In
1975, enterprising investigators got the idea to build a
realistic-looking papier-mâché companion for Nessie
and place it in Loch Ness. They hoped that this “honey
trap” would draw the reclusive monster into the public
view. Alas, the scheme went awry. (Lady Nessie got
damaged when she ran into a jetty.) But it did have
some merit. Is there an equivalent approach you might
employ to generate more evidence and insight about
one of your big mysteries, Leo? What strategies might
you experiment with? The time is right to hatch a plan.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): Earlier in your life, you
sometimes wrestled with dilemmas that didn’t deserve
so much of your time and energy. They weren’t
sufficiently essential to invoke the best use of your
intelligence. But over the years, you have ripened in
your ability to attract more useful and interesting
problems. Almost imperceptibly, you have been
growing smarter about recognizing which riddles are
worth exploring and which are better left alone. Here’s
the really good news: The questions and challenges
you face now are among the finest you’ve ever had.
You are being afforded prime opportunities to grow in
wisdom and effectiveness.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): How many languages are
you fluent it? One? Two? More? I’m sure you already
know that gaining the ability to speak more than one
tongue makes you smarter and more empathetic. It

expands your capacity to express yourself vividly and
gives you access to many interesting people who think
differently from you. I mention this, Libra, because
you’re in a phase of your cycle when learning a new
language might be easier than usual, as is improving
your mastery of a second or third language. If none of
that’s feasible for you, I urge you to at least formulate
an intention to speak your main language with greater
candor and precision—and find other ways to expand
your ability to express yourself.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): Here’s Uruguayan writer
Eduardo Galeano from The Book of Embraces: “In the
River Plate basin we call the heart a ‘bobo,’ a fool. And
not because it falls in love. We call it a fool because it
works so hard.” I bring this to your attention, Scorpio,
because I hope that in the coming weeks, your heart
will indeed be a hardworking, wisely foolish bobo. The
astrological omens suggest that you will learn what
you need to learn and attract the experiences you
need to attract if you do just that. Life is giving you a
mandate to express daring and diligent actions in
behalf of love.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21): When he was 20
years old, a German student named Max Planck
decided he wanted to study physics. His professor at
the University of Munich dissuaded him, telling Planck,
“In this field, almost everything is already discovered,
and all that remains is to fill a few unimportant holes.”
Planck ignored the bad advice and ultimately went on
to win a Nobel Prize in Physics for his role in
formulating quantum theory. Most of us have had a
similar experience: people who’ve tried to convince us
to reject our highest calling and strongest dreams. In
my view, the coming weeks will be a potent time for
you to recover and heal from those deterrents and
discouragement in your own past.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19): Not all, but many,
horoscope columns address your ego rather than your
soul. They provide useful information for your surface
self, but little help for your deep self. If you’ve read my

oracles for a while, you know that I aspire to be in the
latter category. In that light, you won’t be surprised
when I say that the most important thing you can do in
the coming weeks is to seek closer communion with
your soul; to explore your core truths; to focus on
delight, fulfillment and spiritual meaning far more than
on status, power and wealth. As you attend to your
playful work, meditate on this counsel from Capricorn
author John O’Donohue: “The geography of your
destiny is always clearer to the eye of your soul than
to the intentions and needs of your surface mind.”

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18): Aquarian biochemist
Gertrude Belle Elion shared the Nobel Prize in
Physiology or Medicine in 1988. She was instrumental
in devising new drugs to treat AIDS and herpes, as well
as a medication to facilitate organ transplants. And yet
she accomplished all this without ever earning a PhD
or MD, a highly unusual feat. I suspect you may pull off
a similar, if slightly less spectacular, feat in the coming
weeks: getting a reward or blessing despite a lack of
formal credentials or official credibility.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20): Today Mumbai is a
megacity with 12.5 million people on 233 square miles.
But as late as the 18th century, it consisted of seven
sparsely populated islands. Over many decades,
reclamation projects turned them into a single land
mass. I foresee you undertaking a metaphorically
comparable project during the coming months. You
could knit fragments together into a whole. You have
the power to transform separate and dispersed
influences into a single, coordinated influence. You
could inspire unconnected things to unite in common
cause. a

HOMEWORK: TO CONNECT WITH ME ON SOCIAL MEDIA,
GO HERE: FREEWILLASTROLOGY.COM/SOCIAL. 

Go to realastrology.com to check out Rob Brezsny’s expanded

weekly audio horoscopes and daily text message horoscopes. The

audio horoscopes are also available by phone at (877) 873-4888

or (900) 950-7700.
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Buy/Sell/Trade

SECURITY DOORS FOR SALE
Roll-up security doors for sale.
Formly in CVS drug stores.
Ready for install. Please call
Jordan for more information
505-715-3853

w
BUYING DIABETIC TEST
STRIPS FOR $CASH$ &

FREE PICK-UP! Highest CASH
Prices Paid In NM For Your

Diabetic Test Strips And FREE
Pick-UP! Help Others(Those
Without Insurance) & Make
Money Too! Call: 505-203-
6806

Seminars/Workshops

WOMEN’S HERBAL RETREAT
THE MAIDEN, THE MOTHER, THE
SAGE. An intimate gathering for
women, as we come together
to share in the celebration and

mystery of wise woman herbal
tradition. Led by internationally
recognized physician and
herbalist, Tieraona Low Dog,
MD at her stunning Medicine
Lodge Ranch in the Santa Fe
National Forest on July 12-13,
2019. Herb walks, medicine
making, women’s circle,
delicious lunch and snacks.
Only a few spots left. $100
Discount with Code: “alibi”.
Email:

Classified
Place your ad: alibi.com

classifieds@alibi.com

(505) 346-0660 ext 223

Employment

Real Estate

Employment

RESTAURANT STAFF NEEDED
Ragin’ Shrimp is hiring
Dishwashers & Servers. Apply
in person @ 3619 Copper NE.

MUSICIAN’S WANTED!!!!
Singer/songwriter, guitar
slinger, want to put folk/rock
band together - need bass
player, drummer, pedal-steel
call or text 505-259-2068

Real Estate

2 RESIDENTIAL LOTS IN RIO
DEL ORO NM Selling 2
Residential lots in Rio Del Oro
NM bi owner no agent 3,500
each. Call Chris in the
evenings or weekends 303-
838-2448

Body & Soul

Apartments for Rent

NEWLY RENOVATED furnished
studios. Laundry Onsite.
Cable & Utilities INCLUDED.
Call now: 505-226-6932

MOVE IN TODAY! Fully
Furnished Studio Apartments
– no credit check & no lease
req. Call Now: 505-225-2673

LOW RATES! Fully furnished
studios. FREE utilities. NO
CREDIT CHECK. Call now &
move in today: 505-225-1216

Office Space

MASSAGE THERAPY OFFICE
SPACE Well-established
massage therapist seeking a

WEEKLY ALIBI HAS OVER
175,000 READERS, every
generation, from the Baby Busters
to the Baby Boomers. Distributed
throughout Abq, Rio Rancho,
Corrales, East Mountain,
Bernalillo, Placitas, Santa Fe and
Los Lunas. The Alibi is available at

restaurants, grocery stores,
college campuses, select retailers
and various downtown locations.
Coverage includes politics, humor,
film, opinion, music, art and the
most comprehensive
entertainment guide in Nuevo
Mexico. ¡Arriba!

DrLowDog@DrLowDog.com.
More Info at
https://www.medicinelodgeran
ch.com/pages/herbal-
intensives

Events

w
MAGIC SHOW! COME
SEE Ghosts of Painted

Ladies Past Magic Show! Friday
June 7, 2019 8:00/ $20 1100
Bellamah Ave. NW Albuquerque
www.HoldMyTicket.com

Counseling/Psychiatry

ENVISAGE COUNSELING For
mental health. Licensed male
therapist located off
Tramway/I-40 Takes multiple
insurances, incl Medicaid and
Medicare, private pay 585-
2504

Licensed Massage

w
TANTRA MASSAGE &
TEACHING Give yourself

the gift of an AMAZING Tantra
Massage. Feel loved, honored,
celebrated, and educated.
Experience powerful healing
and pleasure on all levels -

physically, mentally,
emotionally, and spiritually. I
am a Professional Massage
Therapist(Lic.#2788), Life
Coach, and Tantra Teacher. I
offer to men and women, as
well as couples. Larger group
workshops coming soon.

MANY BLESSINGS Namaste,
Julianne #505-920-3083

YOU WILL GET  RESULTS when
you place your classified ad in the
Weekly Alibi. Call 346-0660 ext.
221  today!

ST PIUS X CRAFT SHOW
You had a number of Native American silver & turquoise
items, but truth be told I was much more interested in you
than your jewelry offerings. Think the feeling may have
been mutual but your boyfriend kept a hawk eye on us
while we talked. I was kind of bummed over Google but-I
was wrong! I told you Google would be wiping out all
blogs after April 1, 2019, but I had it all wrong. The blogs
& photos are staying up, it’s only the Google+ profiles &
their photos that went away. Just do it! ;o)
I am a Man. I saw a Woman.
Where: St Pius X Craft Show on 4/6/2019.

I WAVED AND YOU SMILED
I saw you sitting with a friend at the Frontier,Thursday
night. I kept staring at your beautiful face, and you
caught me,and smiled. I nervously smiled back. As i was
leaving,I waved like a child, and surprisingly you waved
back.I would love to see you again.
I am a Man. I saw a Woman.
Where: Frontier Resteraunt on 5/23/2019.

I’M READY TO TAKE THE STEP AND BE

SATISFIED

You really liked me a lot. Flirted constantly. I told you I

was committed and you still came in every day. The more

I ignored you the more you tried. 

I was flattered but not at all interested in a young guy

who had a weird older women fetish

You called me on me not being happy. I never admitted

that. But anyways I’m ready. My bf is bored with me and

I want to feel wanted.

I am a Woman. I saw a Man.

Where: East Mountains shell on 2/28/2019.

TOGA?
You were playing on one of the free play games and I was
the lousy Deku playing on the Ps4 consoles. I wanted to
say “hi” but I was way to nervous, You looked amazing by
the way.
I am a Woman. I saw a Woman.
Where: Pyramid Marriott on 5/11/2019.

ARE YOU SURE IT WAS ME?
I was reading a book and I looked up and saw you with
your friend. I blushed and looked back to my book. With
an open palm you told your friend \\\”It was him... \\\” I
playfully shrugged. You left blowing another kiss
goodbye. I want to give you something for good luck this
summer. You might like it! I hope to see you in the area
again.
I am a Man. I saw a Woman.
Where: The Heights on 5/10/2019.

massage therapist to share
office space. Upstairs location
above Yoga Art Space on
Comanche and Wyoming.
Female therapists only please.
Call Gwynne for details. 575-
313-3703.

THE WEEKLY ALIBI CLASSIFIEDS
are a great deal! Call 346-0660
ext. 221.

Nile • A Vile Caustic 
Attack Tour:
December 3,

Sunshine Theater 

Cecilia’s Cafe
230 6th St SW

Albuquerque, NM 87102

(505) 243-7070 

$10 Certificates 
yours for $5

Wild Moon Boutique
206 San Felipe St NW # 3, 
Albuquerque, NM 87104

WildMoonBoutique.com

$30 Certificates

 yours for $15
$22 Tickets

yours for $11

Brixens
400 Central Avenue SW
Albuquerque, NM 87102

(505) 242-2400

$25 Certificates 
yours for $12.50
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Across

1 Photo session

6 Flame followers

11 Current measure

14 Barbera’s animation
partner

15 “So long”

16 “Come Get It ___” (2014
Pharrell Williams single)

17 Snacks in sleeves

18 Fred who directed “High
Noon” and “From Here to
Eternity”

20 Baseball arbiter

21 Really cold temperature
range

23 Quickly

24 False cover?

26 John of “Star Wars: The
Rise of Skywalker”

28 “Walking on Broken
Glass” singer

32 Singer Lana ___ Rey

33 Involuntary movements

34 “___ kidding, right?”

35 Transportation link
between Folkestone, Kent
and Coquelles, Pas-de-Calais

41 “___ of many colors”

42 Words of confession

44 Prominent NASCAR
sponsor

47 Role revived in “Fuller
House”

50 Second-smallest
Teletubby

52 Apprehensive

53 Geneva girlfriend

54 Polecat

57 Sch. week start

58 Super Bowl X MVP

61 Ranking higher than

63 Raw metal source

64 Pestered

65 Lyft transactions, e.g.

66 Magazine with “Spy vs.
Spy”

67 Bisected

68 Alleges as fact

Down

1 Scold loudly

2 Consonant, musically

3 ___ Man (anime series
about an extremely powerful
hero)

4 “Happy Xmas (War Is
Over)” cowriter

5 ___-Freez (soft-serve chain
mentioned in “Jack and
Diane”)

6 Activity on a placemat

7 Slayer of Ymir, in myth

8 Baking pans

9 One with a nest egg?

10 Take legal action

11 Put down

12 Be in charge of

13 Long-distance letter writer

19 Theresa who announced
she’ll resign in June 2019

22 Wriggly animal

25 Galileo Galilei Airport
locale

26 Ancient Irish king Brian
___ (anagram of O, RUB)

27 Yoked team

29 “___ Springfield” (Kent
Brockman show)

30 Baseball Hall-of-Famer
Ryan

31 Wacky

36 Zip

37 “March Madness” hoops
org.

38 Billiard ball with a yellow
stripe

39 Designer in “The
Incredibles”

40 Is on top of

43 Chardonnay feature

44 Skiing event with gates

45 Singer/actress Gray who
was on Season 1 of
“American Idol”

46 Like a wincer’s expression

48 Large wine cask

49 World capital that lent its
name to a type of goat or
rabbit

51 “Dancing With the Stars”
judge Goodman

54 It’s often iodized

55 Had more than a feeling

56 Edit menu option

59 ___ Lanka

60 Score an upset, say

62 1990s R&B group Bell
___ DeVoe

ANSWERS TO THIS WEEK’S PUZZLE ARE AVAILABLE ONLINE AT ALIBI.COM

“Pairin’ Up”—they both come together.
BY RYAN NORTH
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